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Abstract. In this article, we propose an adaptation of the algorithmic reduction theory
of lattices to binary codes. This includes the celebrated LLL algorithm (Lenstra, Lenstra,
Lovasz, 1982), as well as adaptations of associated algorithms such as the Nearest Plane
Algorithm of Babai (1986). Interestingly, the adaptation of LLL to binary codes can be
interpreted as an algorithmic version of the bound of Griesmer (1960) on the minimal
distance of a code.

Using these algorithms, we demonstrate —both with a heuristic analysis and in practice— a
small polynomial speed-up over the Information-Set Decoding algorithm of Lee and Brickell
(1988) for random binary codes. This appears to be the first such speed-up that is not based
on a time-memory trade-off.

The above speed-up should be read as a very preliminary example of the potential of a
reduction theory for codes, for example in cryptanalysis. In constructive cryptography, this
algorithmic reduction theory could for example also be helpful for designing trapdoor func-
tions from codes.

1 Introduction

Codes and lattices share many mathematical similarities; a code C ⊂ Fnq is defined as a subspace of
a vector space over a finite field, and typically endowed with the Hamming metric, while a lattice
L ⊂ Rn is a discrete subgroup of a Euclidean vector space. They both found similar applications
in information theory and computer sciences. For example, both can be used to perform error
corrections, on digital channels for codes, and on analogue channels for lattices.

Both objects also found applications in cryptography. Cryptosystems can be built relying ei-
ther on the hardness of finding a close codeword or a close lattice point from a given target,
a task called decoding. In random lattices and random codes, these problems appear to be ex-
ponentially hard; and a lot of effort has been put into improving both the asymptotic and the
concrete efficiency of algorithms solving them [LB88, Ste88, MO15, Sch87, GNR10, CN11]. The
question of concrete hardness (i.e. quantifying costs beyond asymptotics) is becoming increasingly
important, as cryptosystems based on codes and lattices are on the verge of being standardised
and deployed [Nat17]. Unlike currently deployed public-key cryptography based on factoring and
discrete-logarithm [DH76, RSA78], cryptography based on codes and lattices appears to be resis-
tant to quantum computing.

The set of techniques for attacking those problems also have similarities, and some algorithms
have been transferred in each direction: for example the Blum-Kalai-Wasserman [BKW03] al-
gorithm has been adapted from codes to lattices [ACF+15], while the introduction of locally-
sensitive hashing in code cryptanalysis [MO15] shortly followed its introduction in lattice crypt-
analysis [Laa15].

It is therefore very natural to question whether all techniques used for codes have also been
considered for lattices, and reciprocally. Beyond scientific curiosity, this approach can hint us
at how complete each state of the art is, and therefore, how much trust we should put into
cryptography based on codes and cryptography based on lattices.
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Comparing both state of the art, it appears that there is a major lattice algorithmic technique
that has no clear counterpart for codes, namely, basis reduction. Roughly, lattice reduction at-
tempts to find a basis with good geometric properties; in particular its vectors should be rather
short and orthogonal to each others. More specifically, the basis defines, via Gram-Schmidt Or-
thogonalization, a fundamental domain (or tiling) of the space, as shown in figure 1. Decoding
with this algorithm is the most favourable when these tiles are close to being square, i.e. when
the Gram-Schmidt lengths are balanced. Basis reduction algorithms such as LLL aim at making
the Gram-Schmidt lengths more balanced.

Fig. 1. Lattice decoding with a “good” basis (left) and with a “bad” basis (right).
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Certainly, the problem of finding short codewords has also been intensively studied in crypt-
analysis with the Information Set Decoding (ISD) literature [Pra62, LB88, Ste88, Dum91, MMT11,
BJMM12, MO15, BM18], but notions of basis reduction for lattices are more subtle than contain-
ing short vectors; as discussed above, a more relevant objective is to balance the Gram-Schmidt
norms. There seem to be no analogue notions of reduction for codes, or at least they are not
explicit nor associated with reduction algorithms. We are also unaware of any study of how such
reduced bases would help with decoding tasks.

This observation leads to two questions. Is there an algorithmic reduction theory for codes,
analogue to the one of lattices ? If so, can it be useful for decoding tasks ?

1.1 Contributions

We answer both questions positively, and set the foundation of an algorithmic reduction theory
for codes. More specifically, we propose as our main contributions:

1. the notion of an epipodal matrix B+ of the basis B of a binary code C ⊂ Fn2 (depicted in
Figure 2), playing a role analogue to the Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation B∗ of a lattice
basis,

2. a fundamental domain (or tiling) of C over Fn2 associated to this epipodal matrix, as an analogue
to the rectangle parallelepipedic tiling for lattices (as in Figure 1),

3. a polynomial time decoding algorithm (SizeRed) effectively reducing points to this fundamental
region, analogue to the algorithm popularised by Babai [Bab86],

4. a relation between the geometric quality of the fundamental domain and the success probability
for decoding a random error to the balance of the lengths of the epipodal vectors,

5. an adaptation of the seminal LLL reduction algorithm [LLL82] from lattices to codes, providing
in polynomial time a basis with some epipodal length balance guarantees. Interestingly, this
LLL algorithm for codes appears to be an algorithmic realisation of the classic bound of
Griesmer [Gri60], in the same way that LLL for lattices realizes Hermite’s bound.

These contributions establish an initial dictionary between reduction for codes and for lattices,
summarised in Table 1.

Furthermore, we initiate the study of the cryptanalytic application of this algorithmic reduction
theory. We propose to hybridize the ISD decoding algorithm of Lee and Brickell [LB88] with our
techniques (LeeBrickellBabai), and show heuristically that it leads to a polynomial speed-up for
full distance decoding in random linear codes. This heuristic claim is confirmed in practice.
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Table 1. A Lattice-Code Dictionary.

Lattice L ⊂ Rm Code C ⊂ Fn2

Ambient Space Rm Fn2

Metric Euclidean Hamming

‖x‖2 =
∑
x2i |x| = #{i | xi 6= 0}

Support (element) R · x {i | xi 6= 0}

Support (lattice/code) SpanR (L) {i | ∃c ∈ C s.t. ci 6= 0}

Sparsity det(L) 2n−k

Effective Sparsity det(L) 2#Supp(C)−k

x ⊥ y Orthogonality Orthopodality

〈x,y〉 = 0 Supp(x) ∩ Supp(y) = ∅

Projection πx Orth. Projection onto x Puncturing pattern x

y 7→ 〈x,y〉〈x,x〉 · x y 7→ y ∧ x

Auxiliary matrix Gram-Schmidt Orth. Epipodal matrix

b∗i = bi −
∑
j<i

〈bi,b
∗
j 〉

〈b∗j ,b
∗
j 〉
· b∗j b+i = bi ∧ (b+1 ∨ · · · ∨ b+i−1)

Basis profile ` `i = ‖b∗i ‖ `i = |b+i |

Fundamental domain Parallelepiped P(B∗) Prod. of Hamming balls1

F(B)
{
x
∣∣∣ ∀i, |〈x,b∗i 〉| 6 `2i

2

} {
x
∣∣∣∀i, |x ∧ b+i | 6

`i
2

}
Error correction radius mini `

2
i /2 minib(`i − 1)/2c

Average decoding dist.
√

1
12

∑
i `

2
i ≈ n

2
− 1√

π

∑
i

√
d`i/2e

Worst decoding dist.
√

1
2

∑
i `

2
i

∑
ib`i/2c

Favourable decoding balanced `i’s balanced and odd `i’s

Basis inequality
∏
‖bi‖ > det(L)

∑
|bi| > # Supp(C)

Invariant
∏
‖b∗i ‖ = det(L)

∑
|b+i | = # Supp(C)

LLL balance `i 6
√

4/3 · `i+1 1 6 `i 6 2 · `i+1

LLL first length `1 6 (4/3)
n−1
2 · det(L)1/n `1 − dlog2 `1e2

6 n−k
2

+ 1

Corresponding bound Hermite’s Griesmer’s [Gri60]

1This is not exactly correct when some epipodal length |b+i | are even. See tie-breaking in Section 4.
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Open Artefacts. Source code (c++ kernel, with a python interface) available at https://github.
com/lducas/CodeRed/. Data in machine readable format (csv) embedded in the PDF.

1.2 Technical Overview

For simplicity, we focus this work on the case of linear binary codes, i.e. vectorial subspaces of
Fn2 . We aim for the analogue of the simplest but seminal lattice algorithms, namely the reduction
algorithm of Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovàsz [LLL82], and the decoding Size-Reduction algorithm,
studied and popularised by Babai [LLL82, Bab86].

Epipodal Matrix. These algorithms, and the associated notions of reduction, revolve around the
Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation (GSO) B∗ of a lattice basis B, and therefore implicitly on the

notions of orthogonality x ⊥ y and of orthogonal projections π⊥x : y 7→ y − 〈x,y〉〈x,x〉 · x.

We start by developing analogue notions of orthogonality in Section 3. The naive idea of simply
using the same definition with the inner product of F2 in place of R quickly fails; inner products
of F2 simply do not carry any geometric information. Instead, we propose to base our reduction
theory on the notion of orthopodality: codewords x ⊥ y are orthopodal if their supports (i.e. the
set of their non-zero coordinates) are disjoint. Once this is set, the road to LLL unfolds before
us in almost perfect analogy with lattices. We define orthopodal projections as π⊥x : y 7→ y ∧ x
(using coordinate-wise boolean notations), and this leads to a notion of an epipodal 4 matrix B+

of a basis B analogue to the GSO for a lattice basis.

Definition The epipodal matrix B+ = (b+1 ; . . . ; b+k) of a basis B = (b1; . . . ; bk) is given by

b+i = bi ∧ (b1 ∨ · · · ∨ bi−1).

This auxiliary matrix is associated to an invariant (analogue to the volume invariant for lattice
bases

∏
‖b∗i ‖ = det(L)) namely that the sum of epipodal lengths equates to the effective length

of the code: ∑
|b+i | = # Supp(C).

b1,b2,b3 b+1 ,b
+
2 ,b

+
3

Fig. 2. The basis B of a [8, 3]-code, and its associated epipodal matrix B+.

Size Reduction. Then, in Section 4 we proceed to use the above epipodal matrix to design an
analogue to the Size-Reduction decoding algorithm popularised by Babai [Bab86]. For lattices, this
algorithm is associated with a fundamental domain, namely, a rectangle parallelepiped F(B) =
P(B∗) that tiles the space following the lattice, as depicted in Figure 1. A similar algorithm
is developed for codes (Algorithm 1) and is also associated to a fundamental domain F(B+).
The fundamental domain F(B+) can essentially be written as a direct product of Hamming

balls of support size `i

.= |b+i | and radius b`i/2c. In fact we encounter a small hiccup here:
arbitrary tie-breaking choices must sometimes be made during Size-Reduction, using a function
TBp(y) ∈ {0, 1/2}.
4 Literately: growth of feet. Here: support increment.

https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/
https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/
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Definition (Size-Reduction) Let B = (b1; . . . ; bk) be a basis of an [n, k]-code. The Size-
Reduced region relative to B is defined as:

F(B+) .=

{
y ∈ Fn2 : ∀i ∈ J1, kK, |y ∧ b+i |+ TBb+i

(y) 6
|b+i |

2

}
.

Vectors in this region are said to be size-reduced with respect to the basis B.

As for lattices, the geometric properties of this fundamental domain depend solely on the
epipodal profile of the basis, i.e. the set of epipodal lengths (`i)i. And, as for lattices, the probability
of successfully decoding by the Size-Reduction algorithm is better for more balanced profiles.
Because of the above tie-breaking hiccup, the rule of thumb “balanced is better” only holds under
some parity constraints over the `i (see Lemma 4.7).

LLL for Binary Codes. The above motivates the problem of basis reduction for codes, namely,
trying to find bases with a balanced profile `. In section 5, we proceed to adapt the LLL reduction
algorithm (Algorithm 3). Following the blueprint of [LLL82], we proceed to improve the profile
locally, by finding shortest codewords in projected sub-codes of dimension 2. This can be shown to
terminate using the same descent argument as the original LLL algorithm [LLL82]. This guarantees
that epipodal lengths do not decrease too fast, namely `i 6 2`i+1.

Theorem (LLL for Binary Codes) There exists a deterministic polynomial time algorithm,
that given a basis of a binary [n, k]-code C, produces another basis B = (b1; . . . ; bk) ∈ Fk×n2 such

that the epipodal length `i

.= |b+i | satisfy

1 6 `i 6 2`i+1 for all i 6 k − 1.

In particular, the first codeword of the basis satisfies when k − 1 > log2(d): |b1| − dlog2(|b1|)e
2 6

n−k
2 + 1.

And again a striking analogy occurs: in the same way that original LLL is an algorithmic version of
Hermite’s bound for the minimal distance of a lattice, our code analogue is an algorithmic version
of Griesmer’s bound [Gri60] for the minimal distance of a code. That is, while Griesmer’s [Gri60]

bound guarantees the existence of a codeword of length at most d for some d such that d− dlog2(d)e
2 6

n−k
2 + 1, the LLL algorithm for codes will find such a codeword.

A Hybrid Lee-Brickell-Babai Decoder. From a cryptanalytic perspective, one may question the
usefulness of the LLL algorithm above: at least for random codes, one can trivially find codewords
of average length n−k

2 +1 using the systematic form. First, one should note that the above theorem

states a worst case bound, and in practice it does find vectors shorter than n−k
2 + 1, and this can

be pushed a bit further down with some tweaks (see Section 5.3). But more importantly, the
guarantees of LLL concern all epipodal lengths, and not just the shortest vector: LLL should be
used as pre-processing to speed-up further search for short or close codewords.

An important remark in this direction is the following: putting a basis in systematic form can
also be viewed as an algorithmic version of Singleton’s bound [Sin64] for linear codes, namely
d 6 n− k + 1 for the minimal distance d of a dimension k code C ⊂ Fn2 . It guarantees that `i > 1
for all i, and therefore that `1 6 n − k + 1. In some sense, all the Information Set Decoding
(ISD) literature [Pra62, LB88, Ste88, Dum91, . . . ], which rely critically on the systematic form,
are already implicitly based on a (weak) notion of basis reduction for codes. Interpreting LLL as a
strengthening of the systematic form, one may hope that ISD techniques can be compatible with
the proposed algorithmic reduction theory.

Both heuristically and in practice, LLL guarantees `i > 1 for about k1 ≈ log2 n many indices,
but with further tweaks we seem to reach k1 ≈ 2 log2 n. This naturally leads to the idea of making
hybrid algorithms, that would roughly perform as ISD over indices for which `i = 1, and as Size-
Reduction for `i > 1. In Section 6 we propose and study more specifically a LeeBrickellBabai hybrid
algorithm with LLL preprocessing [LB88, LLL82, Bab86].
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Intuitively, this algorithm will make k − k1 “uninformed guesses” followed by k1 “informed
guesses” using Size-Reduction. Because each guess is made about a binary unknown, informed
guesses have the potential to improve the success probability by a factor between 1 and 2. Assuming
each informed guess improves the success probability by a constant factor c ∈ [1, 2], one can
expect a polynomial time speed-up of S = ck1 = nΘ(1). This intuition is confirmed by a more
refined heuristic analysis giving a lower-bound S > Ω(n.358/ log n), while experiments suggest

S ≈ Θ(n.717/ log2 n), for the case of full distance decoding of random codes of rate R .= k/n = 1/2,
that is the problem of finding a codeword of the expected minimal distance d ≈ 0.11n.

1.3 Perspectives

This work brings codes and lattices closer to each other by enriching the existing dictionary
(table 1); we hope that it can enable more transfer of techniques between those two research
areas. Let us list some research directions.

Generalisations. In principle, the definitions, theorems and algorithms of this article should be
generalizable to codes over Fq endowed with the Hamming metric, with the minor inconvenience
that one may no longer conflate words over Fq with their binary support vector. Some algorithms
may see their complexity grow by a factor Θ(q), meaning that the algorithms remains polynomial-
time only for q = nO(1). It is natural to hope that such a generalised LLL would still match
Griesmer [Gri60] bound for q > 2. However, we expect that the analysis of the fundamental
domain of Section 4 would become significantly harder to carry out. We have no intuition of
whether the speed-up obtained in Section 6 should improve or not as q increases.

Another natural generalisation to aim for would be codes constructed with a different metric,
in particular codes endowed with the rank metric [Gab85, Gab93]. In this case codes are subspaces
of Fqm endowed with the rank metric; the weight of a codeword x ∈ Fnqm is the rank of its matrix
representation over Fq (which is a matrix of size m × n). While the support of a codeword with
the Hamming metric is the set of its non-zero coordinates, the support of x = (x1, · · · , xn) ∈ Fnqm
is the Fq-subspace of Fqm that the xi’s generate, namely {

∑
i λixi : λi ∈ Fq}. We believe that this

work can be generalised in this case, in particular the notion of epipodal matrices. However there
are some difficulties to overcome. In particular, projecting one support orthopodally to another
one is not canonical.

Cryptanalysis. Our last contribution (LeeBrickellBabai algorithm) is only meant to show this algo-
rithmic reduction theory for code is compatible with existing techniques, and can, in principle bring
improvements. By itself, this hybrid LeeBrickellBabai algorithm with LLL preprocessing is only ten-
uously faster than the original algorithm (say, 22 times faster for a problem that requires 21000

operations). Time-memory trade-offs such as [Ste88, Dum91, MMT11, BJMM12, MO15, BM18]
admittedly provide much more substantial speed-ups in theory, and currently hold the records in
practice [ALL19].

However, the lattice literature has much stronger reduction algorithms to offer than LLL [Sch87,
GHGKN06, GN08, LN14, DM13, . . . ]; our work opens their adaptation to codes as a new research
area, together with the study of their cryptanalytic implications. Furthermore, it is not implausible
that reduction techniques may be compatible with memory intensive techniques [Ste88, Dum91,
MO15]; this is the case in the lattice cryptanalysis literature [Duc18].

Further Algorithmic Translations. Still based around the same fundamental domain, a central
algorithm for lattices is the Branch-and-Bound enumeration algorithm of Finkle and Pohst [FP85],
which has been the object of numerous variations for heuristic speed-ups [GNR10]. While our
hybrid algorithm LeeBrickellBabai may be read as an analogue of the random sampling algorithm
of Schnorr [Sch03, AN17], a more general study of enumeration techniques for codes would be
interesting.

Both for codes and lattices, there are other natural fundamental domains than the Size-
Reduction studied in this paper. For lattices we have the (non-rectangle) parallelepiped P(B)
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provided called “simple rounding” algorithm x 7→ x−bx ·B−1e ·B for lattices [Bab86]. For codes
we have a domain of the form Fn−k2 × {0}k for each information set I ⊂ J1, nK of size k given by
Prange’s algorithm [Pra62]. It is tempting to think they could be in correspondence in a unified
theory for codes and lattices.

Another fundamental domain of interest is the Voronoi domain, which is naturally defined
for both codes and lattices. In the case of lattices there are algorithms associated with it known
as iterative slicers. Rather than operating with a basis, the provable versions of this algorithm
operates with the (exponentially large) set of Voronoi-relevant vectors [MV13], while heuristic
variants can work with a (smaller, but still exponential) set of short vectors [DLdW19]. We are
not aware of similar approaches in the code literature.

Cryptographic design. Some of the developed notions could have application in cryptographic
constructions as well, in particular for trapdoor sampling [GPV08, DST19]. Indeed, the Gaussian
sampling algorithm of [GPV08] is merely a careful randomisation of the Size-Reduction algorithm,
and the variant of Peikert [Pei10] is a randomisation of the “simple rounding” algorithm discussed
above. It requires knowing a basis with a good profile as a trapdoor. While the construction of
a sampleable trapdoor function has finally been realised [DST19], the method and underlying
problem used are rather ad-hoc. We note in particular that the underlying generalized (U,U +V )-
codes admit bases with a peculiar profile `, which may explain their fitness for trapdoor sampling.
The algorithmic reduction theory proposed in this work appears as the natural point of view to
approach and improve trapdoor sampling for codes.

Bounds. Beyond cryptography, this reduction theory may be of interest to establish new bounds for
codes. In particular we emphasize the notion of higher weight [Wei91, TV95] as an analogue of the
notion of the density of sub-lattices [Bog01]; the latter are subject to the so-called Rankin-bound,
generalizing Hermite’s bound on the minimal distance of a lattice.

Duality. Also on a theoretical level, one intriguing question is how this reduction theory interacts
with the notion of duality for codes. In particular, for lattices, the dual of an LLL-reduced basis
of the primal lattice is (essentially) an LLL-reduced basis of the dual lattice. One could wonder
whether this also holds for codes; however, while there is a notion of a dual code, their doesn’t
seem to be a 1-to-1 correspondence between primal and dual bases.

Another remark is that it may also be natural to consider Branch-and-Bound enumeration
algorithms working with a reduced basis of the dual code rather than a basis of the primal code,
at least if self-duality can not be established. This may be advantageous in certain regimes.

1.4 Table of Content and Navigation

The technical development of this article are organised as follows:

Section 2: Preliminaries
Section 3: Orthopodality and the Epipodal Matrix
Section 4: Size-Reduction and its Fundamental Domain
Section 5: LLL for Binary Codes
Section 6: A Hybrid Lee-Brickell-Babai Decoder
Artefacts: Code available at https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/.

Data in machine readable format (CSV) embedded in the PDF.

A reader only interested reaching LLL for binary codes can proceed with Sections 2, 3, and 5
and safely skip section 4; while this section motivates basis reduction for codes, both sections are
essentially independent from a technical perspective. Sections 3, 4, and 5 all start with a reminder
of the analogue notion at hands from lattices. Section 6 depends on all previous sections, and may
require some familiarity with Information Set Decoding techniques.

https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/
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2 Preliminaries

Notations For a and b integers with a 6 b, we denote by Ja, bK the set of integers {a, a+1, . . . , b}.
The notation x .= y means that x is defined to be equal to y. For a finite set E , we will denote by
#E its cardinality.

Vectors are denoted by bold lowercase letters (x,y, . . . ) and they are row vectors. We will
mostly consider binary vectors, i.e. elements of the vector space Fn2 . We will use the standard
boolean notations x, x ⊕ y, x ∧ y, x ∨ y, for the bitwise negation, the bitwise XOR (vector
addition over Fn2 ), the bitwise AND, and the bitwise OR.5

Matrices are denoted by bold uppercase letters (B,C, . . . ), and we use the notation (B; C) for
the vertical concatenation of matrices. In particular, B = (b1; . . . ; bk) denotes the k × n matrix
whose row vectors are the vectors bi ∈ Fn2 .

2.1 Binary Codes, the Hamming Metric

The support Supp(x) of a vector x ∈ Fn2 is the set of indices of its non-zero coordinates, and its
Hamming weight |x| ∈ J0, nK is the cardinality of its support:

Supp(x) .= {i ∈ J1, nK | xi 6= 0} , |x| .= # Supp(x).

We will denote by Snw the Hamming sphere and by Bnw the Hamming ball of radius w over Fn2 ,
namely:

Snw

.= {x ∈ Fn2 : |x| = w} , Bnw

.= {x ∈ Fn2 : |x| 6 w} .

A binary linear code C of length n and dimension k — for short, an [n, k]-code — is a subspace
of Fn2 of dimension k. Every linear code can be described either by a set of linearly independent gen-
erators (basis representation) or by a system of modular equations (parity-check representation).
We will mostly consider the first representation for our purpose.

To build an [n, k]-code we may take any set of vectors b1, . . . ,bk ∈ Fn2 which are linearly
independent and define:

C(b1; . . . ; bk) .=

{
k∑
i=1

zibi : zi ∈ F2

}
(Basis rep.)

We say that b1, . . . ,bk is a basis for the code C = C(b1; . . . ; bk). Alternatively we will call the
matrix B = (b1; . . . ; bk) a basis or a generating matrix of the code C = C(B).

An usual way in code-based cryptography to decode random codes is to use bases in systematic
form. A basis B of an [n, k]-code is said to be in systematic form if up to a permutation of its

columns B = (Ik,B
′) where Ik denotes the identity of size k × k and B′ ∈ Fk×(n−k)2 . Such bases

can be produced from any basis by making a Gaussian elimination. Choosing the set of pivots

5 In the code-based cryptography literature, for instance [COT14], the bitwise AND is often interpreted
algebraically as a star-product or Schur-product, denoted � or ∗. We found the boolean notations more
adapted to our geometric purposes, especially given that the bitwise OR also plays an important role.
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iteratively (possibly at random among available ones), this can be done in time O(nk2). In the
following we denote by Systematize such a randomised algorithm.

An element c ∈ C of a code C is called a codeword. The support of the code is defined as the
union of the supports of all its codewords, which also implies the definition of an effective length
|C| 6 n of a [n, k]-code C:

Supp(C) .=
⋃
c∈C

Supp(c), |C| .= # Supp(C).

Indeed, the code length n defined by the ambient space is a rather extrinsic datum, in particular
extending a code C by padding a 0 to all codewords does not affect the geometry of the code, but
it does affect the apparent length n.

One note that if B = (b1; . . . ; bk) is a basis of C, we have the identity Supp(C) =
⋃

Supp(bi),
and therefore that |C| 6

∑
|bi|.

Another quantity which characterizes a code is its minimal distance. For a code C, it is defined
as the shortest Hamming weight of non-zero codewords, namely:

dmin(C) .= min {|c| : c ∈ C and c 6= 0} .

3 Orthopodality and the Epipodal Matrix

Let us start by recalling the standard definition of Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation (GSO) over
Euclidean vector spaces. Given a basis (b1; . . . ; bn) of the Euclidean space (Rn, ‖ · ‖) its Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalisation (b∗1; . . . ; b∗n) is defined inductively by:

b∗i

.= π⊥i (bi), where π⊥i : x 7→ x−
∑
j<i

〈x,b∗j 〉
〈b∗j ,b∗j 〉

· b∗j .

The map π⊥i denotes the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal of the space generated by
vectors b1, . . . ,bi−1 in Rn. While the GSO of the basis of a lattice is not itself a basis of that
lattice, it is a central object in the reduction theory of lattices, and in lattice reduction algorithms.
This section is dedicated to the construction of an analogue object for bases of binary linear codes.

3.1 An Orthogonality notion for Binary Vectors

In the case of Euclidean vector spaces Rn, orthogonality can be defined via the standard inner-
product, namely x ⊥ y : 〈x,y〉 = 0 and so orthogonal projections onto the line spanned by x as

πx(y) .= 〈x,y〉
〈x,x〉x.

While Fn2 is also endowed with an inner-product, it does not lead to a geometrically meaningful
notion of orthogonality. For instance for x,y ∈ Fn2 , 〈x,y〉 = 0 doesn’t imply that |x⊕y| = |x|+ |y|.
However we note that, by definition of the Hamming weight we do have:

|x⊕ y| = |x|+ |y| ⇐⇒ Supp(x) ∩ Supp(y) = ∅.

In fact, we even have the identity

|x⊕ y| = |x|+ |y| − 2|x ∧ y| (1)

for x,y ∈ Fn2 which should be read as an analogue of the Euclidean identity

‖x + y‖2 = ‖x‖2 + ‖y‖2 − 2〈x,y〉.

This suggests to define x,y ∈ Fn2 to be orthopodal if their supports are disjoint, that is, defining
the orthogonality relation as:

x ⊥ y .⇐⇒ x ∧ y = 0. (2)
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We can then associate convenient notions of projections onto (the support of) x and orthopodally
to (the support of) x as follows:

πx : y 7→ y ∧ x, π⊥x : y 7→ y ∧ x = πx(y). (3)

Such transformations are certainly not new to codes, and known in the literature as punctur-
ing [MS86, Ch.1 §9]. However, we are here especially interested in their geometric virtues. They
do satisfy similar properties as their Euclidean analogues: πx is linear, idempotent, it fixes x, it does
not increase length (Hamming weight), and together with π⊥x yields an orthogonal decomposition.
More formally:

Fact 3.1 For any x,y, z ∈ Fn2 it holds that:

πx(y ⊕ z) = πx(y)⊕ πx(z), π2
x(y) = πx(y), (4)

π⊥x (x) = 0, πx(x) = x, (5)

π⊥x (y) ⊥ x, |πx(y)| 6 |y|, (6)

πx(y) ⊥ π⊥x (y), πx(y)⊕ π⊥x (y) = y. (7)

Furthermore, and unlike their Euclidean analogues: they always commute and their compositions
can be compactly represented.

Fact 3.2 For any x,y ∈ Fn2 it holds that:

πx ◦ πy = πy ◦ πx = πx∧y, π⊥x ◦ π⊥y = π⊥y ◦ π⊥x = π⊥x∨y. (8)

We therefore extend the notation π⊥S to sets S ⊆ Fn2 to denote the projection orthopodally to the
support of S, namely π⊥x where x =

∨
s∈S s. This compact representation will allow for various

algorithmic speed-ups.

3.2 Epipodal Matrix

We are now fully equipped to define an analogue of the Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation process
over real matrices to the case of binary matrices. An important remark is that this analogue
notion given below does not preserve the F2-span of partial bases, which may appear as breaking
the analogy with the GSO over the reals which precisely preserves R-span of those partial bases.
This is in fact not the right analogy for our purpose, noting that the GSO does not preserve the
Z-spans of those partial bases. The proper lattice to code translation (Table 1) associates Z-spans
(i.e. lattices) to F2-spans (i.e. codes), and R-spans to supports.

Definition 3.3 (Epipodal matrix). Let B = (b1; . . . ; bk) ∈ Fk×n2 be a binary matrix. The i-th

projection associated to this matrix is defined as πi

.= π⊥{b1,...,bi−1} where π1 denotes the identity.
Equivalently,

πi : Fn2 −→ Fn2
c 7−→ c ∧ (b1 ∨ · · · ∨ bi−1).

(9)

The i-th epipodal vector is then defined as:

b+i

.= πi(bi). (10)

The matrix B+ .= (b+1 ; . . . ; b+k) ∈ Fk×n2 is called the epipodal matrix of B.

The i-th epipodal vector should be interpreted as the support increment from the code C(b1, . . . ,bi−1)
to C(b1, . . . ,bi). The epipodal matrix enjoys the following properties, analogue to the GSO.

Fact 3.4 (Properties of Epipodal Matrices) For any binary matrix B = (b1; . . . ; bk) ∈ Fk×n2 ,
its epipodal matrix B+ = (b+1 ; . . . ; b+k) satisfies:
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1. The epipodal vectors are pairwise orthopodal:

∀i 6= j, b+i ⊥ b+j . (11)

2. For all i 6 k, (b1, . . . ,bi) and (b+1 , . . . ,b
+
i ) have the same supports, that is:∨

j6i

b+j =
∨
j6i

bj , or equivalently
⋃
j6i

Supp(b+j ) =
⋃
j6i

Supp(bj). (12)

Furthermore, one may note that epipodal vectors satisfy a similar induction to the one of the GSO
over the reals:

Epipodal Matrix: b+i = bi ⊕
i−1∑
j=0

bi ∧ b+j , GSO: b∗i = bi −
i−1∑
j=0

〈bi,b
∗
j 〉

〈b∗j ,b∗j 〉
· b∗j . (13)

However following this induction leads to perform O(k2) vector operations. In the case of the
epipodal matrix, the computation can be sped-up to O(k) vector operations using cumulative
support vectors si:

s0 = 0, si = si−1 ∨ bi, b+i = bi ∧ si−1.

The epipodal matrix of the basis of a code also enjoys an analogue invariant to the GSO for
lattices. The GSO (b∗1; . . . ; b∗k) of a lattice L is not generally a basis of L but it verifies the following

invariant
∏k
i=1 ‖b∗i ‖ = det(L).

Fact 3.5 (Length Invariant) For any basis (b1; . . . ; bk) of an [n, k]-code C:

|C| =
k∑
i=1

|b+i |. (14)

4 Size-Reduction and its Fundamental Domain

While the GSO of a lattice basis is not itself a basis of that lattice, it is a central notion to define
what a “good” basis is. For example, because of the invariant

∏
‖b∗i ‖ = det(L), and because

b∗1 = b1, making the first vector of a basis short means that other Gram-Schmidt lengths must
grow.

The notion of quality of a basis should more specifically be linked to what we can do algo-
rithmically with it. In the cases of lattices, the GSO of a basis allows to tile the space. More
formally, if B is the basis of a full rank lattice L ⊂ Rk, one can define a fundamental domain
of the action of L over R —i.e. a set of representative of the quotient Rk/L— by the following
rectangle parallelepiped:

P(B∗) .=

{∑
xib
∗
i

∣∣∣ |xi| 6 1

2

}
=

[
−1

2
,

1

2

)k
·B∗.

Furthermore, there is a polynomial time algorithm that effectively reduces points x ∈ Rk modulo L
to this parallelepiped, namely Size-Reduction [LLL82], also known as the Nearest-Plane Algorithm
[Bab86]. This parallelepiped has inner radius rin = min ‖b∗i ‖/2 and outer square radius r2out =
1
4

∑
‖b∗i ‖2. This means that Size-Reduction can, in the worst case, find a close lattice vector at

distance rout, and correctly decode all errors of length up to rin. One can also establish that the
average squared norm of the decoding of a random coset is 1

12

∑
‖b∗i ‖2.

This Section is dedicated to an equivalent Size-Reduction algorithm for binary codes, and to
the study of its associated fundamental domain.
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4.1 Size-Reduction, Definition and Algorithm

Let us start by defining the Size-Reduction and its associated fundamental domain. A first technical
detail is that in the case of codes, it is not given that the epipodal vectors are non-zero, a minor
difference with the Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalisation for bases in real vector space. We restrict
our attention to proper bases.

Definition 4.1 (Proper bases). A basis B is called proper if all its epipodal vectors b+i are
non-zero.

Note for example that bases in systematic form are proper bases: proper bases do exist for all
codes, and can be produced from any basis in polynomial time.

A more annoying hiccup is that we may need to handle ties to prevent the size-reduction tiles
from overlapping; in the case of lattices this can be ignored as the overlaps have zero measure. This
issue arises when an epipodal vector p has even weight, and when |y ∧p| = |p|/2 = |(y⊕p)∧p|.
We (arbitrarily) use the first epipodal coordinate to break such ties:

TBp(y) =


0 if |p| is odd,

0 if yj = 0 where j = min(Supp(p)),

1/2 otherwise.

(15)

Definition 4.2 (Size-Reduction). Let B = (b1; . . . ; bk) be a basis of an [n, k]-code. The Size-
Reduced region relative to B is defined as:

F(B+) .=

{
y ∈ Fn2 : ∀i ∈ J1, kK, |y ∧ b+i |+ TBb+i

(y) 6
|b+i |

2

}
.

Vectors in this region are said to be size-reduced with respect to the basis B.

Proposition 4.3 (Fundamental Domain). Let B .= (b1; . . . ; bk) be a proper basis of an [n, k]-
code C. Then F(B+) if a fundamental domain for C, that is:

1. F(B+) is C-packing:

∀c ∈ C \ {0}, (c + F(B+)) ∩ F(B+) = ∅,

2. F(B+) is C-covering:
C(B) + F(B+) = Fn2 .

Proof. Let us start by proving that F(B+) is C(B)-packing. Let c =
∑
i xibi ∈ C(B) and y1,y2 ∈

F(B+) such that c = y1⊕y2. By definition of the orthopodalization c =
∑
i xib

+
i ⊕
∑
j<i xibi∧b+j

which gives:

∀` ∈ J1, kK, c ∧ b+` = x`b
+
` ⊕

∑
i>`

xibi ∧ b+` .

Suppose by contradiction that c 6= 0. Let j be the largest index such that xj 6= 0. Then c∧b+j = b+j .

As c = y1 ⊕ y2 where y1,y2 ∈ F(B+),

|c ∧ b+j | 6 |y1 ∧ b+j |+ |b
+
j ∧ y2| < |b+j |

which is a contradiction. Therefore c = 0 which shows that F(B+) is C(B)-packing. The C(B)-
covering property will follow from the fact that Algorithm 1 is correct as proven in Proposition
4.4. ut

Proposition 4.4. Algorithm 1 is correct and runs in polynomial time.

Proof. First note that e ⊕ y ∈ C(B) is a loop invariant, as we only add basis vectors bi to
e. Therefore all we need to show is that e ∈ F(B+). Note that the loop at step i enforces
|e ∧ b+i | + TBb+i

(e) 6 |b+i |/2. Furthermore, this constraint is maintained by subsequent loop

iterations of index j < i since bj ∧ b+i = 0. ut
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Algorithm 1: SizeRed(B,y) Size-reduce y with respect to B

Input : A basis B = (b1; . . . ;bk) ∈ Fk×n2 and a target y ∈ Fn2
Output: e ∈ F(B+) such that e⊕ y ∈ C(B)
e← y
for i = k down to 1 do

if |e ∧ b+i |+ TB
b+i

(e) > |b+i |/2 then

e← e⊕ bi

return e

Decoding Performance. Given any fundamental domain F of an [n, k]-code C(B) and a reduction
algorithm one can look at the decoding performance. A random target is uniformly distributed
over the fundamental domain after reduction and thus the quality of decoding is fully dependent
on the geometric properties of the fundamental domain. For example random decoding up to a
length of w succeeds with probability

#(F ∩ Bnw)

#F
=

#(F ∩ Bnw)

2n−k
.

The minimal distance d .= dmin(C) of a random code C is expected to be very close to the Gilbert-
Varshamov bound [OS09, §3.2, Definition 1], and a random target lies almost always at distance
≈ d. Therefore in this setting random decoding is mostly interesting for w > d, as otherwise no
solution is expected to exist.

The other regime is unique decoding. For general codes this means half distance decoding up
to weight w < d/2. Because all errors up to weight w are minimal we obtain a success probability
of

#F ∩ Bnw
#Bnw

.

For random codes a target at distance at most w < d (instead of d/2) is almost always uniquely
decodable and as a result the success probability is also close to the above success probability. For
cryptanalytic purposes it is assumed to be identical [OS09, 3.3].

Maximum Likelihood Decoding. For maximum likelihood decoding one should have a fundamental
domain where each coset representative has minimal weight. However for most codes it is hard to
reduce a target to this fundamental domain. For lattices this fundamental domain is unique up
to the boundary and is well known as the “Voronoi Domain” of a lattice. In the case of lattices,
reduction to this fundamental domain can be performed in exponential time [MV13, DLdW19].

Prange’s Fundamental Domains. Given a basis B in systematic form a more common decoding
algorithm, namely the Prange algorithm [Pra62], is to assume an error of 0 on the k pivot positions
of the systematic form. Just as Algorithm 1 this induces a fundamental domain, but of geometric
shape Fn−k2 × {0}k instead of F(B+). This leads respectively to random and unique decoding
probabilities of

#Bn−kw

2n−k
, and

#Bn−kw

#Bnw
.

4.2 Decomposition and Analysis of F(B+)

We define the fundamental ball of length p > 0 as:

Ep .=
{
y ∈ Fp2 : |y|+ TB(1,...,1)(y) 6 p/2

}
.

It should be thought as the canonical fundamental domain of the [p, 1]-code C = F2 · (1, 1, . . . , , 1)
inside Fp2 (the repetition code of length p). To each proper epipodal vector b+i we assign an epipodal
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ball E |b
+
i |, and this allows to rewrite the fundamental domain F(B+) as a product of balls via the

isometry:

F(B+)
∼−→

k∏
i=1

E |b
+
i | : y 7→

(
y|Supp(b+1 ), . . . ,y|Supp(b+k)

)
.

Note that the latter object only depends on the epipodal lengths |b+1 |, . . . , |b
+
k | which we call

the profile (`i

.= |b+i |)i of the basis B. In the case of lattices, size-reduction gives a fundamental
domain that can be written as a direct sum of segments P(B∗) =

∏
i[−1/2, 1/2) ·b∗i where the b∗i ’s

are the GSO of the lattice basis. Here, the fundamental ball E |b
+
i |, plays the role of the segment

[−1/2, 1/2) · b∗i , that can be thought of as the canonical fundamental domain of the lattice of
dimension one Z · b∗i inside R · b∗i .

To analyse the uniform distribution over the whole fundamental domain F(B+) we first con-

sider the uniform distribution of the fundamental balls. Note that #Ep = 2p−1. Let Wp

.= |U(Ep)|
be the weight distribution of vectors uniformly drawn in the fundamental ball Ep. Then

P [Wp = w] =


0 if w > p/2 or w < 0,(
p
p/2

)
· 2−p if w = p/2,(

p
w

)
· 2−p+1 otherwise.

One can estimate the statistical property of this folded binomial distribution, for example its
expectation is given by:

E [Wp] =
p

2
−
⌈p

2

⌉
·
(
p⌊
p
2

⌋) · 2−p =
p

2
−
√

p

2π
+Θ(1/

√
p).

This expectation is bounded by p−1
2 , which for the odd case is clear as all elements have weight

at most p−1
2 and which for the even case follows from the inequality

(
p
p/2

)
> 2p/

√
2p. This bound

is strict for p > 3, which will give us a gain over the Prange decoder [Pra62].
By the earlier bijection the uniform distribution over F(B+) is equivalent to the k-product dis-

tribution of the fundamental balls U(E`1), . . . ,U(E`k). The weight distributionW (B) .= |U(F(B+))|
of a uniform vector over F(B+) then follows from the convolution of the weight distributions
W`1 , . . . ,W`k :

P[W (B) = w] =
∑

∑
i wi=w

(
k∏
i=1

P[W`i = wi]

)
.

Given that the weight distribution solely depends on the profile we will also denote it by W (`). The
whole distribution can efficiently (in time polynomial in n) be computed by iterated convolution,
as its support J0, nK is discrete and small (see weights.py). The expectation, which is given by∑k
i=1 E [W`i ], can even be tightly controlled.

Lemma 4.5. Given a proper basis B of an [n, k]-code with profile ` = (`1, . . . , `k) we have

1√
π

k∑
i=1

√√√√⌈`i
2

⌉
·

(
1− 1⌈

`i
2

⌉
+ 1

)
6
|C(B)|

2
− E [W (B)] 6

1√
π

k∑
i=1

√⌈
`i
2

⌉
.

Note that the expectation is at least as good as the Prange decoder [Pra62], as

E [W (`)] =

k∑
i=1

E [W`i ] 6
k∑
i=1

`i − 1

2
= (|C| − k)/2,

and strictly better if `i > 3 for any i ∈ J1, kK.

https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/blob/master/weights.py
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4.3 Comparing Profiles for Size-Reduction Decoding

We have shown that the geometric shape of the fundamental domain F(B+) depends fully on the
profile `1, . . . , `k. But what is actually a good profile?

One could for example consider the expected length E [W (B)] of size-reducing a random word
in space; in that case, because x 7→

√
x is concave, the upper bounds of Lemma 4.5 suggest that it

is minimised when the `i are the most balanced. Again a similar phenomenon is well known in the
case of lattices: on random inputs, size-reduction produces vectors with an average squared length
of 1

12

∑
‖b∗i ‖2; under the invariant

∏
‖b∗i ‖ = det(L) the quantity E is minimised for a basis with

a balanced profile ‖b∗1‖ = ‖b∗2‖ = · · · = ‖b∗k‖.
However, the quantity E [W (B)] discussed above does not necessarily reflect the quality of the

basis for all relevant algorithmic tasks. For example, if one wishes to decode errors of weight at
most w with a 100% success probability, it is necessary and sufficient that w < mini `i/2.

We therefore propose the following partial ordering on profiles that is meant to account that a
profile is better than another for all relevant decoding tasks (we could think of); as a counterpart,
this is only a partial ordering and two profiles may simply be incomparable. In the following a
profile (`i)i is said to be proper if the `i’s are non zero.

Definition 4.6 (Comparing Profiles). We define a partial ordering (Ln,k,�) on the set of
proper profiles Ln,k of [n, k]-codes by:

` � `′ ⇐⇒ P[W (`) 6 w] > P[W (`′) 6 w] for all w ∈ J0, nK.

This also defines an equivalence relation � on Ln,k. We call a profile ` better than `′ if ` � `′.
We call ` strictly better than `′ and write ` ≺ `′ if ` � `′ and ` 6� `′. We call `, `′ incomparable
and write `≺/

� `′ if ` 6� `′ and ` 6� `′.

Let us first justify the relevance of this partial ordering for random decoding and unique decoding.

Random Decoding. A uniformly random target t ∈ Fn2 is reduced by SizeRed (Algorithm 1) to

some error e in the fundamental domain F(B+), such that c .= t ⊕ e ∈ C(B). Because F(B+)
is a fundamental domain the error e is uniformly distributed over it (over the randomness of
t). The distance of t to the codeword c equals the weight of e, and thus the codeword c lies
at distance at most w from t with probability P[W (B) 6 w]. For a better profile we see that
this probability will also be higher. The expected distance is equal to E [W (B)]. By noting that
E [W (B)] = n −

∑n
w=0 P[W (B) 6 w] we see that a better profile also implies a lower expected

distance.

Unique decoding. Assume that w < dmin(C(B))/2 such that each error vector of weight w is
minimal. Decoding a random error e with weight at most w using SizeRed succeeds if e ∈ F(B+).
Because the error vector e is random and minimal the success probability equals the ratio between
vectors in F(B+) with weight at most w and the total number of vectors with weight at most w.
Expressing this in the above weight distribution we obtain a success probability of

#F(B+) ∩ Bnw
#Bnw

=
2n−k · P[W (B) 6 w]∑w

i=0

(
n
i

) .

Again we see that a better profile gives a higher success probability.

The more balanced, the better. Now that we have argued that the ordering of Definition 4.6
is relevant, let us show that, indeed, balanced profiles are preferable. As we will see, this rule
of thumb is in fact imperfect, and only apply strictly to profiles that share the same parities

(℘i

.= `i mod 2)i.

Lemma 4.7 (Profile Relations). The partial ordering � has the following properties:
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(1) If ` is a permutation of `′ then ` � `′.
(2) if `1 � `′1 and `2 � `′2, then (`1|`2) � (`′1|`′2).
(3) If 3 6 x 6 y + 1, then (x, y) ≺ (x− 2, y + 2).

Proof. (1) follows from the fact that the geometric properties of the size-reduced region fully
depend on the values of the profile (and not their ordering). For (2) note that `i � `′i implies
the existence of a one-to-one map fi from the size-reduction domain F(`i) to F(`′i) that is non-
decreasing in weight for i = 1, 2. The product map f1× f2 is then a one-to-one map from F(`1|`2)
to F(`′1|`′2) that is non-decreasing in weight, which implies that (`1|`2) � (`′1|`′2). For (3) let

Cx,y .= C(bx1 ; by2) be the [x+ y, 2] code with

bx1 = (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0),

by2 = (0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

).

We first consider the case that x, y are both odd and we compare F(Cx,y) and F(Cx−2,y+2) for
x 6 y + 2. We have to show that

#(F(Cx,y) ∩ Bx+yw ) > #(F(Cx−2,y+2) ∩ Bx+yw ) for all w > 0.

Note that for w 6 bx−22 c and w > bx2 c+ by2 c both fundamental domains contain the same amount
of words of length at most w, namely all of them and 2x+y−2 respectively. So we can consider
the case that bx2 c 6 w < bx2 c + by2 c. We denote Ep ∩ Bpq by Epq . Now a closer inspection of the
fundamental domains shows that

Bx+yw ∩ F(Cx,y) \ F(Cx−2,y+2) = (Sx−2b x2 c
|00|Eyw−b x2 c) ∪ (Ex−2

w−b y2 c−2
|11|Syb y2 c),

Bx+yw ∩ F(Cx−2,y+2) \ F(Cx,y) = (Sx−2b x−2
2 c
|11|Eyw−b x2 c−1) ∪ (Ex−2

w−b y2 c−1
|00|Syb y2 c+1

).

By noting that
(
x−2
b x2 c
)

=
( x−2
b x−2

2 c
)

and
(
y
b y2 c
)

=
(

y
b y2 c+1

)
the (non-absolute) difference in words of

length at most w is equal to(
x− 2

bx−22 c

)(
y

w − bx2 c

)
−
(
y

by2 c

)(
x− 2

w − by2 c − 1

)
,

and we have to show that this is non-negative. By rewriting w′ .= bx2 c+ by2 c −w > 0 this is equal
to showing that (

y

by2 c − w′

)/(
y

by2 c

)
>

(
x− 2

bx−22 c − w′

)/(
x− 2

bx−22 c

)
.

This inequality follows from the fact that for a constant c > 1 the function f(z) =
(
2z+1
z−c

)
/
(
2z+1
z

)
is strictly increasing for z > c. One can show this by taking the derivative of f (made continuous
by the gamma function) in terms of the digamma function ψ(x) = Γ ′(x)/Γ (x), and by using

that ψ(n) =
∑n−1
i=1

1
i − γ for a positive integer n with γ the Euler-Mascheroni constant. We leave

this as an exercise to the reader. We conclude that for odd x, y with 3 6 x 6 y + 2 we have
(x, y) ≺ (x− 2, y + 2).

For the even case there is an easy reduction to the odd case by using that

#E2x
′

w = #E2x
′−1

w + #E2x
′−1

w−1

for any integer x′ > 1 and weight w. Note that this reduction does not work for odd to even. As
a result we can write for even x and any y > 1:

#(F(Cx,y) ∩ Bx+yw ) = #(F(Cx−1,y) ∩ B(x−1)+yw ) + #(F(Cx−1,y) ∩ B(x−1)+yw−1 ),

and thus (x− 1, y) ≺ (x− 3, y+ 2) implies that (x, y) ≺ (x− 2, y+ 2). This reduces the case (x, y)
with even x to the case (x− 1, y) with odd x− 1. If y is even we can apply a similar reduction.
The lemma now follows from the odd case by the reductions shown in Figure 4.3.

ut
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x odd, y odd:
(x, y) ≺ (x− 2, y + 2)

if 3 6 x 6 y + 2.

x even, y even:
(x, y) ≺ (x− 2, y + 2)

if 4 6 x 6 y + 2.

x even, y odd:
(x, y) ≺ (x− 2, y + 2)

if 4 6 x 6 y + 3.

x odd, y even:
(x, y) ≺ (x− 2, y + 2)

if 3 6 x 6 y + 1.

Fig. 3. Reduction of even epipodal lengths to the odd case.

A direct result of property (3) of Lemma 4.7 is that under a fixed parity the best profile will
be the most balanced profile.

Corollary 4.8 (Best Profile). Given a parity vector ℘ = (℘1, . . . , ℘k) ∈ {0, 1}k let Ln,k(℘) be
the set of profiles ` ∈ Ln,k such that ` ≡ ℘ mod 2. Then Ln,k(℘)/ � has a minimum element `℘
that can be represented by

(`℘)i =

2 ·
⌈
n+|℘|
2k

⌉
− ℘i if i 6 n+|℘|

2 − k ·
⌊
n+|℘|
2k

⌋
,

2 ·
⌊
n+|℘|
2k

⌋
− ℘i otherwise.

An odd game of parity. Although for fixed parity a balanced profile is always better than an
unbalanced one there are some exceptions to this rule when dropping the parity constraint. For
example, looking at Lemma 4.5 one can notice that, at least for average decoding distances, odd
values in a profile are preferable to even values. One can show that a slight unbalance with odd
coefficients is preferable for all purpose to a perfect even balance:

(x− 1, x+ 1) � (x, x) for all even x > 2. (16)

This is an artefact of the need to tie-break certain size-reductions with respect to epipodal vectors
of even length. More generally, outside of the parity constraint of Lemma 4.5, we see in Table 2
that other comparison can occur.

n

4 2, 2 � 1, 3 ◦
5 2, 3 � 1, 4 •
6 3, 3 ≺ 1, 5 • 3, 3 ≺ 2, 4
7 3, 4 ≺ 1, 6 • 3, 4 ≺ 2, 5 •
8 4, 4≺/

� 1, 7 4, 4 ≺ 2, 6 • 4, 4 � 3, 5 ◦
9 4, 5 ≺ 1, 8 • 4, 5 ≺ 2, 7 • 4, 5 � 3, 6 •
10 5, 5 ≺ 1, 9 • 5, 5 ≺ 2, 8 5, 5 ≺ 3, 7 • 5, 5 ≺ 4, 6
11 5, 6 ≺ 1, 10 • 5, 6 ≺ 2, 9 • 5, 6 ≺ 3, 8 • 5, 6 ≺ 4, 7 •
12 6, 6≺/

� 1, 11 6, 6 ≺ 2, 10 • 6, 6≺/
� 3, 9 6, 6 ≺ 4, 8 • 6, 6 � 5, 7 ◦

Table 2. Comparing all profiles to the most balanced profile (bn/2c, dn/2e) for n 6 12. Cases
covered by (repeatedly applying) Lemma 4.7 are marked with a •, and those covered by Eq. (16)
are marked with ◦.

To complete the analogy with the lattice literature, let us now adapt the notion of size-reduction
for a basis. We call a basis size-reduced if each basis vector is size-reduced with respect to all
previous basis vectors.
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Definition 4.9. We call a proper basis B = (b1; . . . ; bk) size-reduced if bi ∈ F((b1; . . . ; bi−1)+)
for all 1 < i 6 k.

Size reduction for a basis allows to control the basis vector lengths with the epipodal lengths as
follows.

Proposition 4.10. Let B = (b1; . . . ; bk) be a size-reduced basis. Then, for all i 6 n it holds that
|bi| 6 `i +

∑
j<ib`j/2c for all i 6 k.

Perhaps surprisingly, this global notion of size-reduction will not be required in the LLL algorithm
for codes discussed in the next Section 5.2, which is a first deviation from the original LLL
algorithm for lattices [LLL82]. However it can still be useful to adapt more powerful reduction
algorithms such as deepLLL [SE94, FSW12]. Furthermore, it will be a useful preprocessing tool
to put a basis in semi-systematic form without affecting its profile, as done in Section 6.1.

Algorithm 2: SizeRedBasis(B,y) Size-reduce the basis B

Input : A proper basis B = (b1; . . . ;bk) ∈ Fk×n2 of a code C
Output: A size-reduced basis of C(B) with the same epipodal matrix as B.
for i = 2 to k do

bi ← SizeRed((b1; . . . ;bi−1),bi)

return (b1; . . . ;bk)

Proposition 4.11. Algorithm 2 is correct and runs in polynomial time.

Proof. The polynomial claim immediately follows from Proposition 4.4. Secondly note that vectors
bi’s form a basis of the code C given as input, and this is a loop invariant. Indeed, in any step i
of the algorithm only codewords from the sub-code C(b1; . . . ; bi−1) are added to bi. Furthermore,

this does not affect b+i

.= πi(bi). The loop at step i enforces that bi ∈ F((b1; . . . ; bi−1)+) and
this constraint is maintained as b1, . . . ,bi are unchanged by all later steps. ut

5 LLL for Binary Codes

In the previous section, we have seen that the geometric quality of the fundamental domain

F(B+) solely depends upon the epipodal lengths `i

.= |b+i |: the more balanced, the better, both
for finding close codewords of random words, and for decoding random errors. This situation is
in perfect analogy with the situation in lattices. We therefore turn to the celebrated LLL [LLL82]
algorithm for lattice reduction, which aims precisely at balancing the profile (`i)i.

In hindsight, the LLL algorithm can be interpreted as an algorithmic version of the so-called
Hermite’s bound on the minimal length of an n-dimensional vector [GHGKN06]. Again, the anal-
ogy between code an lattice stands: the LLL reduction for codes turns out to be an algorithmic
version of Griesmer’s bound [Gri60].

Certainly, Griesmer’s bound [Gri60] is far from tight in all regimes for the parameters of the
code, as it is already the case with Hermite’s bound for lattices which is exponentially weaker
than Minkowski’s bound. Griesmer’s bound and Hermite’s bound virtues reside in the algorithm
underlying their proofs.

5.1 Griesmer’s bound and LLL-reduction

In this section, we revisit the classical Griesmer’s bound and its proof from the perspective of
reduction theory, that is we will re-interpret its proof in terms of the epipodal matrix and in
particular its profile. The proof we propose is admittedly a bit less direct than the original; our
purpose is to dissect this classic proof, and extract an analogue to LLL-reduction for codes.
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Theorem 5.1 (Griesmer Bound [Gri60]). For any [n, k]-code of minimal distance d .= dmin(C),
it holds that

n >
k−1∑
i=0

⌈
d

2i

⌉
. (17)

In particular, if k − 1 > log2(d), it holds that d− dlog2(d)e
2 6 n−k

2 + 1.

The latter inequality follows from the first by setting r = dlog2(d)e as follows:

n > d

r−1∑
i=0

1

2i
+

k−1∑
i=r

1 = 2d(1− 1

2r
) + (k − r) > 2d− 2 + k − r.

Definition 5.2 (Griesmer-reduced basis). A basis B = (b1; . . . ; bk) of an [n, k]-code is said to
be Griesmer-reduced if b+i is a shortest non-zero codeword of the projected subcode πi(C(bi; . . . ; bk))
for all i ∈ J1, kK.

This definition is a direct analogue of the so-called Hermite-Korkine-Zolotarev (HKZ) reduction
for lattice bases. Note that the existence of such a basis is rather trivial by construction: choose b1

as a shortest non-zero vector and so forth. The only minor difficulty is showing that the projected
codes πi(C(bi; . . . ; bk)) are non-trivial, which can be done by resorting to Singleton’s bound. In
particular, Griesmer-reduced bases are proper bases.

Lemma 5.3 ([HP03, Corollary 2.7.2]). Let C be an [n, k]-code and c be a codeword of weight

dmin(C). Then C′ .= π⊥c (C) = C ∧ c satisfies:

1. |C′| = n− dmin(C) and its dimension is k − 1,
2. dmin(C′) > ddmin(C)/2e.

Therefore with the first point of this lemma we can prove by induction on k that there exists

for any [n, k]-code C a Griesmer-reduced basis. Let (b1; . . . ; bk) be such a basis and let `i

.= |b+i |.
From definition of Griesmer-reduced bases and the previous lemma we deduce that `i+1 > d`i/2e.
In other words, the profile (`i)i is somewhat controlled: it does not decrease too fast. To prove
Griesmer’s bound it remains to chain those inequality and to sum up them to obtain:

n > |C| =
k∑
i=1

`i >
k−1∑
i=0

⌈
`1
2i

⌉
=

k−1∑
i=0

⌈
dmin(C)

2i

⌉
. (18)

The proof of Lemma 5.3 proceeds by a local minimality argument, namely it looks at the first
two vectors b1,b2. It shows that the support of b1 is at most 2/3 of the support of C(b1,b2):

|b1| 6 2/3 ·
∣∣C(b1,b2)

∣∣. (19)

The proof is rather elementary as the code C(b1,b2) has only 3 non-zero codewords to consider:
b1,b2 and b1⊕b2. What we should note here is that the notion of Griesmer-reduction is stronger
than what is actually used by the proof: indeed, we only need the much weaker property that
b1 is a shortest codeword of the 2-dimensional subcode C(b1,b2), and so forth inductively. This
relaxation gives us an analogue of the LLL reduction for linear codes.

Definition 5.4 (LLL-reduced basis). A basis B = (b1; . . . ; bk) of an [n, k]-code is said to be
LLL-reduced if it is a proper basis, and if b+i is a shortest non-zero codeword of the projected
subcode πi(C(bi,bi+1)) for all i ∈ J1, k − 1K.

Note that a Griesmer-reduced basis is an LLL-reduced basis, and the same holds for lattices: an
HKZ-reduced lattice basis is also LLL-reduced. Indeed, if b+i is a shortest codeword of πi(C(bi; . . . ; bn))
it is also a shortest vector of the subcode πi(C(bi; bi+1)).

Having identified this weaker yet sufficient notion of reduction, we can finalize the proof of
Griesmer’s bound, in a reduction-theoretic fashion.
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Lemma 5.5. Let (b1; . . . ; bk) be an LLL-reduced basis, and let `i = |b+i | for i 6 k. Then we have,

∀i ∈ J1, kK, `i+1 >

⌈
`i
2

⌉
.

Proof. We start by noting that LLL-reduced bases are proper bases by definition, hence every

projected subcode Ci .= πi(C(bi,bi+1)) = C(b+i , πi(bi+1)) has dimension 2 and support size `i +
`i+1.

Let us denote by x = b+i , y = πi(bi+1) and z = y ⊕ x the three non-zero codewords of
Ci, and remark that |x| = `i, |z| = |x| + |y| − 2|x ∧ y| and |x ∧ y| = |y| − `i+1. This gives
|x|+ |y|+ |z| = 2(`i + `i+1),6 and because x is the shortest codeword among x,y, z, we conclude
with

`i = |x| 6 1/3
(
|x|+ |y|+ |z|

)
6 2/3(`i + `i+1). ut

We can now reformulate Griesmer bound, while making the underlying reduction notion explicit.

Theorem 5.6 (Griesmer bound, revisited). Let (b1; . . . ; bk) be a basis of a (linear, binary)
[n, k]-code C that is LLL-reduced. Then,

n >
k−1∑
i=0

⌈
`1
2i

⌉
, (20)

where `1

.= |b1| > dmin(C). In particular, if k− 1 > log2(d), it holds that `1− dlog2(`1)e
2 6 n−k

2 + 1.
Moreover, every linear code admits an LLL-reduced basis.

Proof. The inequalities follows from (18), while the existence of an LLL-reduced basis follows from
the fact that Griesmer-reduced bases are LLL-reduced. ut

Tightness. A first remark is that the local bound `i+1 >
⌈
`i
2

⌉
is tight; it is reached by the [3, 2]-

code C = {(000), (101), (110), (011)}, and more generally by [n, 2]-codes for any n > 3 following a
similar pattern. Griesmer’s bound is also reached globally and thus we know inputs that give the
worst case of our LLL algorithm (which computes efficiently LLL-reduced bases of a code), i.e.
the largest `1. For instance there are the simplex codes7 [MS86, Ch.1, §9] and the Reed-Muller
codes of order one [Ree54, Mul54] which are respectively [2m − 1,m]-codes and [2m,m+ 1]-codes.

Let us return for a short instant to simplex codes as they reach a nice property: all their bases

are Griesmer-reduced and thus LLL-reduced. A basis B ∈ Fm×(2
m−1)

2 of the [2m − 1,m]-simplex
code is defined as follows: its 2m − 1 columns are the non zero vectors of Fm2 . To prove that B is
Griesmer-reduced it is enough to make an induction on m and using the decomposition (up to a

permutation) of B as
(
1 0
? B′

)
where 1 is the vector consisting of 2m−1 one and B′ ∈ F(m−1)×(2m−1−1)

2

denotes the matrix whose columns are the non zero vectors of Fm−12 . Now, any other basis of this
simplex code is equal to SB for some invertible matrix S ∈ Fm×m2 . Here, multiplication by S only
permutes columns of B. Thus, with the above reasoning it still gives a Griesmer-reduced basis.

Generalisations. The discussion above shows that one can think of Griesmer’s bound as an inequal-
ity relating codes of dimension k to codes of dimension 2, in the same way that Hermite related
lattices of dimensions n to lattices of dimension 2 via Hermite’s inequality on the eponymous
constants γn 6 γn−12 .

This type of reasoning can be generalised to relate other quantities. In the literature on lattices,
those are known as Mordell’s inequalities [GHGKN06, GN08]. These bounds also have underly-
ing algorithms, namely block-reduction algorithm such as BKZ [Sch87] and Slide [GHGKN06].

6 Alternatively, one could have invoked the more general fact that the average weights 2−k
∑
|c| over a

linear code of dimension k is half of its support size |C|/2.
7 The simplex code is defined as the dual of the Hamming code.
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Translating those bounds and their associated algorithms from lattices to codes appears as a very
interesting research direction.

Beyond algorithms based on finding shortest vectors of projected sublattices, we also note that
some algorithms consider the dense sublattice problem [DM13, LN14]. According to [Bog01], the
analogy should be made with the notion of higher weight [Wei91, TV95].

Comparison with other code-based bounds. Before presenting our LLL algorithm let us quickly
compare in Table 3 Griesmer’s bound (and thus the bound reached by the LLL algorithm) to
classic bounds from coding theory: Singleton’s and Hamming’s. One can consult [HP03] for their
proofs.

Table 3. Bound on d = dmin(C) .

Bound Concrete form Asymptotic form Algorithmic

Singleton’s d 6 n− k + 1 δ 6 1−R YES

Hamming’s 2k
∑b d−1

2 c
i=0

(
n
i

)
6 2n R 6 1− h

(
δ
2

)
NO

Griesmer’s d− log2 d

2
6
n− k

2
+ 1 δ 6

1−R
2

Now, YES

Asymptotic form is given for a fixed rate R = k/n ∈ [0, 1], δ .= d/n and n→∞. In Hamming’s constant,

h(x) .= −x log2(x)− (1− x) log2(1− x) denotes the so-called binary entropy of x.

An important remark is that until now, only the Singleton bound was algorithmic while Gries-
mer’s bound was seen as an extension of it but not algorithmic. For an [n, k]-code, Singleton’s
bound states that dmin(C) 6 n− k+ 1. The underlying algorithm of this bound simply consists in
putting the basis in systematic form to get a short codeword. It may be argued that for random
codes this bound is far from tight. Indeed, the systematic form in fact produces codewords of
average length n−k

2 +1 (this is exactly what does the Prange algorithm [Pra62]). While this seems

better than Griesmer’s bound, the LLL algorithm gives a codeword of length at most n−k
2 +log2 n

but in the worst-case.

Approximation factor and Unique Shortest codeword. The above Theorem 5.6 relates the weight
of the first basis vectors to the parameters n, k of the code, and should be thought as the analogue
of the so-called Hermite-factor bound for lattices. Another useful bound for LLL over lattices is the
approximation factor bound, which relates the length of the first vector to the minimal distance of
the lattice. A similar bound can also be established for binary codes, using similar arguments, such
as the following lemma. As in the case of lattices, the approximation factor bound leads to the
guarantee of the first basis vector being the shortest codeword if it is sufficiently unique. However
these results are only non-vacuous in the case of codes with extreme parameters k = O(log n).

Lemma 5.7. Let (b1; . . . ; bk) be a basis of an [n, k]-code C. Then,

dmin(C) > min
i
|b+i |. (21)

Proof. Let c =
∑k
i=1 xibi ∈ C and let ` be the largest index such that x` 6= 0. By orthopodal

decomposition we rewrite c =
∑
i6` xib

+
i ⊕

∑
j<i xibi ∧ b+j . Therefore, as b+j ∧ b+` = 0 for any

` 6= j, we get

|c| = |b+` |+

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i<`

xib
+
i ⊕

∑
j<i

xibi ∧ b+j ⊕
∑
j<`

x`b` ∧ b+j

∣∣∣∣∣∣ > |b+` |,
which concludes the proof. ut
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Theorem 5.8 (Approximation factor Bound). Let B .= (b1; . . . ; bk) be an LLL-reduced
basis. Then we have,

|b1| 6 2k−1 · dmin(C(B)).

Proof. As B is LLL-reduced, by Lemma 5.5 we have for 1 6 i 6 k that |b1| 6 2i−1|b+i |, therefore,
|b1| 6 2k−1 mini |b+i | 6 2k−1dmin(C(B)) where the last inequality follows from Lemma 5.7. ut

Corollary 5.9 (Unique Shortest Codeword) Let C be an [n, k]-code such that

∀c ∈ C : |c| > dmin(C)⇒ |c| > 2k−1 · dmin(C)

Then, the first vector of any LLL-reduced basis of C is the unique shortest non-zero codeword.

5.2 An LLL Reduction Algorithm for Codes

In the above subsection, we have defined LLL-reduced bases and have shown that they exist
by constructing a basis with an even stronger reduction property. However, such a construction
requires to solve the shortest codeword problem, a problem known to be NP-hard [Var97], and
the best known algorithm have exponential running time in n or in k, at least for constant rates
R = k/n.

In other word, we have shown existence of LLL-reduced basis (local minimality) by a global
minimality argument, which would translate into an algorithm with exponential running time. In-
stead, we can show their existence by a descent argument, and this proof translates to a polynomial
time algorithm, the LLL algorithm for binary codes.

The strategy to produce LLL-reduced basis is very simple, and essentially the same as in the
case of lattices [LLL82]: if πi(bi) is not a shortest non-zero codeword of πi(C(bi,bi+1)) for some i,
then apply a change of basis on bi,bi+1 so that it is. Such a transformation may break the same
property for nearby indices i− 1 and i+ 1, however, we will show that, overall, the algorithm still
makes progress.

There are two technical complications of the original LLL [LLL82] that can be removed in the
case of codes. The first is that we do not need a global size-reduction on the basis; this step of
LLL does not affect the Gram-Schmidt vectors themselves, but is needed for numerical stability
issues, which do not arise over the finite field F2. Secondly, we do not need to introduce a small
approximation term ε > 0 to prove that the algorithm terminates in polynomial time, thanks to
the discreteness of epipodal length.

Algorithm 3: LLL(B) LLL-reduce the base B

Input : A proper basis B = (b1; . . . ;bk) ∈ Fk×n2 of a code C
Output: An LLL-reduced basis for C

while ∃i ∈ J0, k − 1K s.t. min
(∣∣πi(bi+1)

∣∣, ∣∣b+i ⊕ πi(bi+1)
∣∣) < ∣∣b+i ∣∣ do

if
∣∣πi(bi+1

)
∧ b+i

∣∣+ TB
b+i

(
πi
(
bi+1

))
>
∣∣b+i ∣∣/2 then

bi+1 ← bi+1 ⊕ bi . Local Size-Reduction

bi ↔ bi+1 . Swap

return B

Theorem 5.10. Algorithm 3 is correct and its running time is polynomial; more precisely for the
input (b1; . . . ; bk) it performs at most:

k

(
n− k − 1

2

)
max
i
|b+i |

vector operations over Fn2 .
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It will be a consequence of the two following lemmata. Let us start with correctness.

Lemma 5.11 (Correctness). If the LLL algorithm terminates then it outputs an LLL-reduced
basis for the code spanned by the basis given as input.

Proof. Note that vectors bi’s form a basis of the code C given as input and this is a loop invariant.
The exit condition ensures that the basis is indeed LLL reduced, at least if it is proper. So it
suffices to show that properness is also a loop invariant.

Assume that the basis is proper (`j > 1 for all j) as we enter the loop at index i. The local
size-reduction step does not affect epipodal lengths. The swap only affects `i and `i+1, and leaves
`i+`i+1 unchanged. The epipodal length `i decreases, but remains non-zero since b+i is a shortest-
codeword of a 2-dimensional code by construction. The epipodal length `i+1 can only increase. ut

The key-ingredient to prove that LLL terminates lies in the construction of a potential: a
quantity that only decreases during the algorithm, and is lower bounded.

Definition 5.12. Let B = (b1; . . . ; bk) be a basis of an [n, k]-code. The potential of B, denoted

DB, is defined as (where DB,i

.= |C(b1; . . . ; bi)| and `i

.= |b+i |):

DB

.=

k∑
i=1

(n− i+ 1)`i =

k∑
i=1

 i∑
j=1

`j

 =

k∑
i=1

DB,i.

Each time LLL makes a swap the potential decreases at least by one as shown in the proof of the
following lemma. Furthermore, this quantity is always positive. Therefore the number of iterations
is upper-bounded by the initial value of DB.

Lemma 5.13 (Termination). The number of iterations in Algorithm 3 on input B = (b1; . . . ; bk)
is upper bounded by

k

(
n− k − 1

2

)
max
i
|b+i | 6 k · n2.

Proof. Potential DB only changes during the swap step. Let us show that it decreases by at least
one at each swap step. Suppose there is a swap at the index i. Let bi and bi+1 be the values of
the basis vectors after the if loop and just before the swap step. Here, the if loop ensures:

|b+i ∧ πi(bi+1)| 6 |b
+
i |

2
. (22)

Now, whether or not the if loop was executed we have that:

min
(∣∣πi(bi+1)

∣∣, ∣∣b+i ⊕ πi(bi+1)
∣∣) < ∣∣b+i ∣∣. (23)

Therefore, combining Equations (22) and (23) with
∣∣b+i ⊕ πi(bi+1)

∣∣ = |b+i | + |πi(bi+1)| − 2|b+i ∧
πi(bi+1)| leads to

|πi(bi+1)| < |b+i |. (24)

Now during the while execution only DB,i is modified. Let C′i be the new partial code C(b1; . . . ; bi)
after the swap, and D′B,i be the new values of DB,i. We have,

D′B,i −DB,i = |C′i| − |Ci| =
i−1∑
j=1

|b+j |+ |πi(bi+1)| −
i−1∑
j=1

|b+j | − |b
+
i |

<

i−1∑
j=1

|b+j |+ |b
+
i | −

i−1∑
j=1

|b+j | − |b
+
i | = 0

where for the inequality we used Equation (24). Potentials DB,i are integers. Therefore at each
iteration DB decreases by at least one. Let DB,0 be the initial value of the potential DB. We
conclude with:

DB,0 =

k∑
i=1

(n− i+ 1)|b+i | 6 k

(
n− k − 1

2

)
max
i
|b+i |. ut
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5.3 Tricks for Practical Performances

Pre-processing One may remark, that, at least for random codes, obtaining vectors achieving the
worse-case bound of LLL is rather trivial: setting the basis in systematic form will produce k
vectors of average length 1+ n−k

2 , and in fact, one may think of the systematic form as a notion of
reduction as well. This doesn’t mean however that a random systematic basis is LLL-reduced, and
LLL may still be able to improve its profile further. However this suggest to use the systematic
form as a preprocessing: if the potential of the input basis is lower, then LLL may terminate faster.

Such a speed-up can be confirmed in practice, as shown in Figure 4, however, perhaps sur-
prisingly it does not come entirely for free. While still better than the worse-case, it appears that
in the random case the basis produced with the pre-processing is slightly worse than without, as
shown on Figure 5.

We now propose the EpiSort algorithm as a natural step between Systematize and LLL. One
may note that size-reduction only looks at the length of the basis vectors themselves, and not at
the epipodal vectors, and further, that it oblivious to the ordering of basis elements. We therefore
proceed to sort the basis elements bi to greedily optimize `i. That is, we choose b1 as being the
shortest basis element, and b2 as the element minimizing |π1(bi)| for i > 1, etc. . . 8 This can easily
done in time O(nk2).

As we see in Figure 4 and Figure 5, such a preprocessing is beneficial to both time and quality
of LLL. In fact, the cost of the LLL steps appears to be negligible in comparison to those of
pre-processing: in the random case, Systematize together with EpiSort seems to do more reduction
work than LLL itself, and at a lesser cost. Not only the first length `1 is noticeably shorter, it also
produces more epipodal length strictly greater than 1; the profile is overall more balanced. Yet,
finalizing the reduction effort with LLL after EpiSort still brings minor improvement of the profile
at a negligible cost.

Playing the Odd Game of Parity We note that LLL essentially aims for epipodal balance, but for
in the light of the “odd game of parity” of Section 4.3, we may also want to care for the parity
of epipodal lengths. In particular, we note on Figure 5 that EpiSort + LLL output a basis with
many epipodal length `i = 2. One can try to change the basis further, for example attempting to
converts pairs of epipodal length (2, 2) to pairs of the form (3, 1).

To do so, for each index i such that `i = 2 (in increasing order), we search for an index j > i
such that |πi(bj)| = 3, and apply the swap bi and bj . We call this procedure KillTwos. Its cost is
negligible compared to the other tasks, as the number of epipodal length `i = 2 is much smaller
than the dimension k.

6 A Hybrid Lee-Brickell-Babai Decoder

In this section, we propose a decoding algorithm combining the Information-Set Decoding (ISD)
approach [Pra62, LB88], basis reduction (Section 5), and size reduction (Section 4). Let us first
recall the Lee-Brickell algorithm, in its primal version.9 The algorithm can be used either for
decoding a target word t ∈ Fn2 or to find a short codeword in the code (in which case, one simply
takes t = 0 in the description below).

Definition 6.1. Let C be an [n, k]-code with basis B and I ⊆ J1, nK of size k. We say that I is
an information set of C if BI , the matrix whose columns are those of B which are indexed by I,
is invertible.

8 This may remind the reader of the so called deepLLL reduction algorithm [SE94], except that we are
here not enforcing any size-reduction constraints. In particular, this algorithm trivially has a com-
plexity of O(nk2), while proving that deepLLL is poly-time is far from trivial, and seems to require
relaxations [FSW12].

9 The literature typically describes Lee-Brickell algorithm [LB88] in its dual version, using parity-check
representation of the code, and syndrome representation of the word to be decoded. The primal de-
scription is equivalent, however our hybrid algorithm seems to require a primal representation.
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		n		       tLLL_raw		      tLLL_Sys		     tLLL_afterSys		     tLLL_Sort		    tLLL_afterSort

		256 		    3.9852e-04		     4.6833e-04		     1.3037e-04		     5.9068e-04		     1.2145e-04

		384 		    8.7938e-04		     8.7302e-04		     2.4018e-04		     1.1760e-03		     2.3847e-04

		512 		    1.7759e-03		     1.4611e-03		     3.9651e-04		     1.9557e-03		     3.9413e-04

		768 		    4.9474e-03		     3.1031e-03		     8.4383e-04		     4.1802e-03		     8.3392e-04

		1024 		   1.0927e-02		     5.4549e-03		     1.4361e-03		     7.5301e-03		     1.4270e-03

		1280 		   4.3799e-02		     8.4023e-03		     2.2591e-03		     1.5408e-02		     2.2493e-03

		1536 		   6.5497e-02		     1.2114e-02		     3.1976e-03		     2.2515e-02		     3.1819e-03

		2048 		   9.1697e-02		     2.2624e-02		     5.5513e-03		     4.6917e-02		     5.5595e-03

		3072 		   2.6554e-01		     5.9356e-02		     1.2480e-02		     9.5644e-02		     1.2378e-02

		4096 		   6.3680e-01		     1.1962e-01		     2.2003e-02		     2.0466e-01		     2.1949e-02

		6144 		   2.0146e+00		     3.1877e-01		     4.9174e-02		     5.9075e-01		     4.9176e-02

		8192 		   5.1533e+00		     6.6008e-01		     8.8695e-02		     1.2977e+00		     8.8269e-02

		12288 		  2.0029e+01		     3.0338e+00		     2.0004e-01		     5.3549e+00		     1.9880e-01

		16384 		  5.2980e+01		     1.2248e+01		     3.6543e-01		     1.9332e+01		     3.5784e-01

		24576 		            		     4.9440e+01		     1.4135e+00		     7.7432e+01		     9.6589e-01




		n		       pLLL_raw		      pSys		    pLLL_Sys		      pSort		     pLLL_Sort		  pLLL_Sort_K2

		1 		        288.76		     321.72		     292.40		     281.59		     279.87		     279.87   

		2 		        156.66		     161.23		     156.52		     151.97		     152.22		     152.22   

		3 		        85.15		      79.74		      85.11		      83.68		      83.77		      83.77    

		4 		        47.58		      41.67		      46.86		      47.17		      47.47		      47.47    

		5 		        27.50		      21.01		      26.93		      27.57		      27.91		      27.91    

		6 		        16.13		      10.80		      16.04		      16.81		      16.93		      16.93    

		7 		        10.11		      6.21		       9.83		       10.77		      10.96		      10.96    

		8 		        6.46		       3.64		       6.32		       7.32		       7.40		       7.40     

		9 		        4.46		       2.25		       4.23		       5.17		       5.32		       5.32     

		10 		       3.21		       1.56		       3.13		       3.87		       3.92		       3.92     

		11 		       2.45		       1.14		       2.26		       3.07		       3.11		       3.15     

		12 		       2.00		       1.03		       1.85		       2.44		       2.47		       3.00     

		13 		       1.69		       1.00		       1.40		       2.06		       2.07		       3.00     

		14 		       1.40		       1.00		       1.12		       2.00		       2.00		       3.00     

		15 		       1.24		       1.00		       1.00		       2.00		       2.00		       3.00     

		16 		       1.12		       1.00		       1.00		       2.00		       2.00		       2.89     

		17 		       1.05		       1.00		       1.00		       2.00		       2.00		       2.39     

		18 		       1.03		       1.00		       1.00		       2.00		       2.00		       1.67     

		19 		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       2.00		       2.00		       1.13     

		20 		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       2.00		       2.00		       1.00     

		21 		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       2.00		       2.00		       1.00     

		22 		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       1.95		       1.96		       1.00     

		23 		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       1.47		       1.52		       1.00     

		24 		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       1.09		       1.10		       1.00     

		25 		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00		       1.00     



https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/blob/master/experiment_LLL_time.py
https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/blob/master/experiment_LLL_profile.py
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In brief, Lee-Brickell decoder proceeds by choosing an information set I ⊆ J1, nK of k coordi-
nates at random, and permutes the coordinates of the input basis B ∈ Fk×n2 and the target t ∈ Fn2
to put these k coordinates at the rightmost positions. This transformation is an isometry, so it
does not affect the problem, and must simply be reverted once a solution is found.

Writing B = (B1,B2) and t = (t1, t2) (where B2 ∈ Fk×k2 is square) we have that B2 is
invertible over F2 as I is an information set. Then, one puts the system in systematic form:

B′ .= B−12 ·B = (B′1, Ik), t′ .= t⊕ t2 ·B′ = (t′1,0) (25)

Finally, for a goal weight of w and a chosen parameter w2 6 w the algorithm explores all the
potential solutions s = t′⊕

∑
j∈J b′j for all subsets J ⊂ J1, kK of size at most w2, with the hope to

find a solution of weight at most w. Geometrically, this corresponds to exploring the intersection
of a code coset t′ ⊕ C with the region R = (Fn−k2 × Bkw2

) ∩ Bnw where Bkw2
is a Hamming ball of

dimension k and radius w2. In the case w2 = 0 (as in the original algorithm of Prange [Pra62]),
this ball is the singleton {0}.

The standard analysis (e.g. [OS09, §3.3]) shows that, both for unique decoding and finding
short codewords, smaller w2 give higher success probability per explored solution s. However,
because the preparation of the basis B′ into systematic form has a non-negligible cost, Lee and
Brickell [LB88] instead chose w2 = 3, which gives the best cost/success ratio overall.

This situation should remind the reader familiar with lattice algorithms of the pruning tech-
nique [SE94, GNR10] for finding short vectors: it is sometime worth not insisting to find the
shortest vector using a single-preprocessed basis, with each trial having only a small success prob-
ability. The algorithm of Lee-Brickell appears to be very extreme in terms of pruning, spending
only polynomial-time on each basis reduced in systematic form.

This set the stage for our hybrid algorithm, which exploits a stronger reduction property of
the basis. The hybrid algorithm we propose is an analogue of the Random Sampling algorithm of
Schnorr [Sch03] for lattices, which has recently been revisited [AN17]: it explores short vectors in
a projected subcode, and lifts them to the full-code via Babai’s size-reduction. But first, we need
one more “massaging” step for the basis.

6.1 Semi-Systematic Form

For our hybrid algorithm, we need a relaxed notion of systematic form, and a way to produce
bases in this desired form without affecting their epipodal profile.

Definition 6.2 (Semi-systematic Form). A basis B will be said to be in systematic form below
row k1 if it has the following form up to permutation of its columns

B =

(
U 0
L Ik−k1

)
where U ∈ Fk1×(n−k+k1)2 and L ∈ F(k−k1)×(n−k+k1)

2 . (26)

This matches the usual definition of systematic form for k1 = 0.
We note that, up to a permutation of the rows, an LLL-reduced basis is not so far from being

in semi-systematic form, for k1

.= log2 `1. Let’s briefly assume that we have the worst-case profile
from the LLL analysis, that is, `i = `1/2

i−1 for i 6 k1, and `i = 1 for i > k1. Then, up to
permutation of the columns, the basis has the form B = ( U 0

L T ) for some lower-triangular matrix

T ∈ F(k−k1)×(k−k1)
2 . A simple Gaussian elimination on the last rows brings B to a semi-systematic

form without affecting the epipodal matrix B+ nor the epipodal lengths (`i)i. In fact, if U is
of full support (i.e. all its columns are non-zero), applying the SizeRedBasis(B) algorithm also
guarantees semi-systematic form, without affecting the epipodal matrix B+. Indeed, in that case,
the epipodal matrix has the form B+ =

(
U+ 0
0 I

)
, and therefore, size-reduction will clear out all

the sub-diagonal coefficients of T.
More generally, if the basis B is size-reduced, it is not hard to see that it is in semi-systematic

form for k1 = max{i|`i 6= 1}. However, this may leave epipodal vectors of length 1 in the first part
U+ of the epipodal matrix B+, which will not be desirable in our hybrid algorithm. Fortunately,
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if B is size-reduced and if `i = 1, one can swap bi and bi+1, and this does not affect the set of
epipodal vectors, but merely swaps b+i and b+i+1. Indeed, if w is size-reduced with respect to a

vector v of length 1, it holds that w ⊥ v, hence π⊥v (w) = w and π⊥w(v) = v.

These remarks lead to the following basis preparation algorithm, that can be thought as a
“bubble-sort”, pushing the epipodal vector of length 1 toward the bottom of the basis. It produces
another basis, which is in semi-systematic form below k1 where k1 = #{i|`i 6= 1} is the number
epipodal vectors of weight more than 1, and this without affecting the set of epipodal vectors
{b+i , i 6 k}, but only their order in the epipodal matrix B+.

Algorithm 4: SemiSystematize(B) Bubble-down the `i = 1

Input : A proper basis B of a code C.
Output: A proper basis B of C, in systematic form below row k1 = #{i|`i 6= 1}, s.t. B+

is only affected by a row-permutation.

B← SizeRedBasis(B); . Epipodal matrix B+ unchanged.
while ∃i s.t.

∣∣b+i ∣∣ = 1 and
∣∣b+i+1

∣∣ > 1 do

bi ↔ bi+1 . Affects B+ only by b+i ↔ b+i+1

. because πi(bi) ⊥ πi(bi+1).

return B

Fact 6.3 The algorithm SemiSystematize is correct and, on an input basis B ∈ Fk×n2 with epipodal
lengths (`i)i, terminates after at most k1(k − k1) swaps where k1 = #{i|`i 6= 1}.

The above algorithm can be optimised following smarter sorting strategies, which we omitted for
simplicity.

6.2 The Hybrid Lee-Brickell-Babai Algorithm

Abstractly, our hybrid algorithm can be thought of as applying Lee-Brickell in the projected
code πk1(C), and then lifting the candidate vectors to the full code C using the unique size-
reduced lift. Geometrically, the algorithm explores the coset t ⊕ C for words in the region R =
(F(b1; . . . ; bk1)+ × Bk−k1w2

) ∩ Bnw. To increase the size of this region our hybrid algorithm will
preprocess the basis with LLL and use SemiSystematize to give the basis a correct input shape.

Algorithm 5: LeeBrickellBabai(B, t, w, w2) Hybrid decoding

Input : A proper basis B in systematic form below row k1 = #{i|`i 6= 1}, a target t and
distance bounds w,w2.

Output: A codeword c ∈ C(B) such that |c⊕ t| 6 w or Fail.

foreach J ⊂ Jk1 + 1, kK of size at most w2 do
e← SizeRed((b1; . . . ; bk1), t⊕

∑
j∈J bj)

if |e| 6 w then
return t⊕ e

return Fail

The analysis of the success probability of our hybrid algorithm is similar to that of the standard
Lee-Brickell algorithm. A target is successfully decoded if the coset intersects with the region R
mentioned earlier. For unique decoding and a random target at distance at most w the success
probability is thus equal to #R/Bnw.

Lemma 6.4 (Unique decoding). Let B be a proper basis in systematic form below row k1 =
#{i|`i 6= 1} of a [n, k] code. Given a random target t ∈ Fn2 at distance at most w < dmin(C(B))/2,
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LeeBrickellBabai(B, t, w, w2) succeeds with probability

w2∑
w′2=0

(
k−k1
w′2

)
·
∑w−w′2
w1=0

(
n−k+k1
w1

)∑w
w′=0

(
n
w′

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Error Probability

· 2
n−k · P [W ((b1; . . . ; bk1)) 6 w − w′2]∑w−w′2

w1=0

(
n−k+k1
w1

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Size Reduction

.

Proof. For clarity we split the analysis of #R = #(F(b1; . . . ; bk1)+ × Bk−k1w2
) ∩ Bnw in two steps.

First we compute the error probability that the random error e of weight at most w has weight
w2 on the systematic part of our basis, i.e. on the last k − k1 coordinates. The resulting error
probability follows from a simple counting argument that is exactly the same as in the standard
analysis of Lee-Brickell (e.g. [OS09, §3.3]). What remains is the size reduction probability that a
random error of weight at most w − w2 on the support of C((b1; . . . ; bk1)) is correctly decoded
by the size reduction algorithm. We refer back to Section 4.3 how to express this in terms of the
weight distribution W ((b1; . . . ; bk1)).

For random codes Lemma 6.4 can be applied for weights up to the Gilbert-Varshamov bound with
a negligible error in the success probability.

Lemma 6.5 (Random decoding). Let B be a proper basis in systematic form below row k1 =
#{i|`i 6= 1} of a [n, k] code. Given a random target t ∈ Fn2 , LeeBrickellBabai(B, t, w, w2) returns a
codeword at distance at most w with probability

w2∑
w′2=0

(
k − k1
w′2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

#Trials

·P [W ((b1; . . . ; bk1)) 6 w − w′2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Size Reduction

.

6.3 A Heuristic Polynomial Speed-Up

In this section we give an heuristic reasoning why the expected speed-up of our hybrid algorithm
over the regular Lee-Brickell algorithm is polynomially large. For this we restrict ourself to unique
distance decoding over random codes of rate R = k

n = 1/2. Furthermore for simplicity we look
at the probability that an error of exact (instead of at most) weight w is decoded correctly, and

we assume a fixed error ratio a .= w
n . The analysis is split into three parts: the preprocessing and

assumptions on the resulting basis, the error probability and the size reduction probability.

Preprocessing Where Lee-Brickell only applies Systematize to obtain a systematic form our hybrid
algorithm does some more preprocessing by LLL,EpiSort and SemiSystematize. In the worst-case
LLL is slower than Systematize. However we have seen in Figure 4 that LLL and EpiSort applied
to a random basis that is already in systematic form costs negligible extra time compared to the
Gaussian Elimination. Therefore we assume for this analysis that the preprocessing phase is at
most a constant times slower. A trick to make this formal would be to apply LLL only on the
subcode generated by the first O(log n) basis vectors after the Gaussian Reduction and EpiSort.

After the preprocessing we obtain an LLL-reduced basis B with profile `1, . . . , `k in systematic

form below some row k1

.= #{`i 6= 1}. By the LLL property (Lemma 5.5) we have `i+1 > d`i/2e
which for a rate R = 1/2 code implies that k1 > (log2 n) − 2. For random codes we see that
k1 = Θ(log n) in practice after LLL reduction. For our analysis we will assume that k1 ≈ c log2 n
for some constant c > 1.

Error Probability The error probability is where the actual speed-up is obtained. For Lee-Brickell

we hope that the error has weights w1

.= w − w2 and small w2 on the first n − k and last k
coordinates respectively. In our hybrid algorithm these weights are the same, but now on the first
n− k+ k1 and last k− k1 coordinates respectively. Due to w−w2 � w2 increasing the number of
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coordinates on the first part greatly increases the number of possible error vectors of this shape.
More concretely for a single random error of weight w the improved success probability is(

k−k1
w2

)(
k
w2

) · (n−k+k1w1

)(
n−k
w1

)
The left fraction indicates exactly the decrease in the number of tried solutions, which (ignoring
preprocessing) is directly cancelled by a lower computational cost. In any case w2 is a small
constant and thus the left fraction is of size 1−Θ(log n/n), which we can ignore for our purpose
of showing a polynomial speed-up. For the right fraction we have with k = n/2 and w1 ≈ an that

(
n− k + k1

w1

)/(
n− k
w1

)
=

c log2 n∏
i=1

n/2 + i

(1/2− a)n+ i
≈
(

1/2
1/2− a

)c log2 n

,

which is a polynomial improvement. For full distance decoding of random codes at the Gilbert-
Varshamov bound we have a = 0.11 and the above then gives an improved error probability of
n0.358 and n0.717 for c = 1 and c = 2 respectively.

Size Reduction Note that SizeRed on the [n, k1] subcode requires Θ(k1n) = Θ(n log n) bit oper-
ations per target; compared to the cost of Θ(n) per target for Lee-Brickell algorithm, this is a
multiplicative overhead Θ(log n).

We also need to account for the error probability of size-reduction, which is trickier. Our
heuristic assumption is that this probability can be bounded by a constant. To substantiate this
we show that the failure probability is bounded by a constant for the “worst LLL profile”10

` = (2k1 , 2k1−1, 2k1−2, . . . 2, 1, . . . , 1) (for which k1 = log2 n − 2, c = 1) in the unique decoding
regime.

To lower bound the error probability let us look at the probability that a random error of weight
w1 = w − w2 6 0.11n is not correctly decoded by the size reduction algorithm. For simplicity we
consider the worst-case of full distance decoding where w1 ≈ 0.11n. Let E be such an event. By
definition of the size reduction algorithm, E ⊆

⋃
16i6k1

Ei where Ei denotes the event, a number

of errors > `i/2 occurs in the support of b+i . Then by union-bound,

P(E) 6
∑
i

P(Ei) =
∑

16i6k1

∑
j>`i/2

(
`i
j

)
·
(
n1 − `i
w1 − j

)/(
n1
w1

)
(27)

where n1

.=
∑k1
i=1 `i = n − k + k1. Here k1 ≈ log2 n and thus n1 ≈ n − k. Furthermore, we are

interested in the case where k = n/2 and thus n1 ≈ n/2.

Our aim is to show that P(E) < ε for some constant ε ∈ (0, 1) which will be enough for our
purpose. Let us start with the following computation,

(
n1 − `i
w1 − j

)/(
n1
w1

)
=

j−1∏
u=0

(
w1 − u
n1 − u

) `i−1∏
u=0

(
n1 − w1 − u
n1 − u

)

6

(
1− n1 − w1

n1

)j (
1− w1

n1

)`i
6

(
1− n1 − w1

n1

)`i/2(
1− w1

n1

)`i
(as j > `i/2).

10 This is not formally a worst-case analysis. For example, LLL reduction does not forbid a profile of the
form (1, 1, 1, . . . , 1, n − k + 1), but this is unlikely to occur for random codes (for example, it requires
dmin(C) = 1).
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Therefore,

∑
j>`i/2

(
`i
j

)
·
(
n1 − `i
w1 − j

)/(
n1
w1

)
6 2`i ·

(
1− n1 − w1

n1

)`i/2(
1− w1

n1

)`i

≈ 2`i ·
(

1− 0.39

0.5

)`i/2(
1− 0.11

0.5

)`i
< 2−.45·`i .

Combining this with Equation (27) and `i = 2k1−i+1 we get:

P(E) 6
∑

16i6k1

P(Ei) <
∑

16i6k1

2−.45·2
k1−i+1

6
∑
i>1

2−.45·2
i

≈ .912 < 1.

Summary In total the speed-up over classical Lee-Brickell with a preprocessing such that k1 =
c log2 n is at most proportional to (

1/2
1/2− a

)c log2 n
/
c log2 n,

For the “worst LLL profile” (c = 1), the above quantity is also a lower bound up to a constant
factor. Given that in practice (see next Section 6.4) our preprocessing using EpiSort seems to reach
k1 ≈ 2 log2 n, we therefore conclude with an asymptotic speed-up between Θ(n0.358/ log n) and
Θ(n0.717/ log n) over Lee-Brickell.

6.4 Experimental Performances

We start by reporting on the distribution of the weight of candidate vectors visited by LeeBrickell
and LeeBrickellBabai in Figure 6 for a fixed parameter n and k. As discussed in Section 4.2, this
distribution can be efficiently predicted, and these prediction are confirmed by experiments.

Then, in Figure 7, we propose a breakdown of the performance comparison between LeeBrickell
and LeeBrickellBabai for codes of increasing dimension, and rate R = 1/2. The preprocessing was
always ran in full, however, for large instances, the timings were obtained from exploring only a
fraction of the subsets J of size w2 = 3.

First, in part a. of that figure, we see that k1 is indeed significantly larger than the log2 n
worst-case prediction in practice, and seems closer to 2 log2 n.

Secondly, in part b. we report on the effective time overhead of LeeBrickellBabai over LeeBrickell;
this overhead was expected to be proportional to k1, but in practice, we notice a much more erratic
behaviour. Our tentative explanation lies in cache limits: LeeBrickellBabai and LeeBrickell have
different memory access patterns, and LeeBrickellBabai in particular focus many accesses to the k1
first vectors. Hence, both algorithms hit cache limits (L1, L2, L3) at different dimensions, which
can explains the early steps. In large dimension, LeeBrickell spends most of its time grabbing data
from RAM, hence the loss of performances. To avoid letting those implementation issues affect
our conclusion, we will propose a corrected gain, where this overhead is just replaced by k1.

Thirdly, in part c., we look at the success probability gain, predicted from the profile obtained
after preprocessing. This plot account both from the gain of error probability and loss in the size-
reduction. This gain appears to be significantly larger than our heuristic lower bound of Θ(n.358),
and just slightly small than the upper bound Θ(n.717) for c = 2.

At last, in part d., we compile probability gain and time loss to conclude the cost gain of
LeeBrickellBabai over LeeBrickell. Our LeeBrickellBabai algorithm seems to take over LeeBrickell
around dimension 1024, and this, very slowly.

In conclusion, these experiments corroborate the above heuristic analysis.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of candidates short codewords, LeeBrickell vs. LeeBrickellBabai on a random
[1280, 640]-code. Raw data . Reproducible with script experiment LBB distrib.py.
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Fig. 7. LeeBrickell vs. LeeBrickellBabai for full-distance decoding over a random [n, n/2]-codes with
w2 = 3. Averaged over 10 samples (ran in parallel on 10 physical cores). Raw data .
Reproducible with script experiment LBB perf.py.


		w				LB_exp				LB_pred			LBB_exp			LBB_pred

		0				0.000e+00			2.192e-193			0.000e+00			2.192e-193			

		1				0.000e+00			2.806e-190			0.000e+00			2.806e-190			

		2				0.000e+00			1.794e-187			0.000e+00			1.794e-187			

		3				0.000e+00			7.643e-185			0.000e+00			7.642e-185			

		4				0.000e+00			2.288e-182			0.000e+00			2.303e-182			

		5				0.000e+00			5.062e-180			0.000e+00			5.161e-180			

		6				0.000e+00			8.689e-178			0.000e+00			9.009e-178			

		7				0.000e+00			1.204e-175			0.000e+00			1.273e-175			

		8				0.000e+00			1.391e-173			0.000e+00			1.501e-173			

		9				0.000e+00			1.371e-171			0.000e+00			1.514e-171			

		10		  	0.000e+00			1.177e-169			0.000e+00			1.329e-169			

		11		  	0.000e+00			8.923e-168			0.000e+00			1.032e-167			

		12		  	0.000e+00			6.056e-166			0.000e+00			7.172e-166			

		13		  	0.000e+00			3.716e-164			0.000e+00			4.507e-164			

		14		  	0.000e+00			2.079e-162			0.000e+00			2.584e-162			

		15		  	0.000e+00			1.068e-160			0.000e+00			1.360e-160			

		16		  	0.000e+00			5.073e-159			0.000e+00			6.620e-159			

		17		  	0.000e+00			2.239e-157			0.000e+00			2.994e-157			

		18		  	0.000e+00			9.223e-156			0.000e+00			1.264e-155			

		19		  	0.000e+00			3.562e-154			0.000e+00			5.003e-154			

		20		  	0.000e+00			1.294e-152			0.000e+00			1.863e-152			

		21		  	0.000e+00			4.439e-151			0.000e+00			6.549e-151			

		22		  	0.000e+00			1.441e-149			0.000e+00			2.179e-149			

		23		  	0.000e+00			4.443e-148			0.000e+00			6.883e-148			

		24		  	0.000e+00			1.303e-146			0.000e+00			2.069e-146			

		25		  	0.000e+00			3.644e-145			0.000e+00			5.928e-145			

		26		  	0.000e+00			9.736e-144			0.000e+00			1.623e-143			

		27		  	0.000e+00			2.490e-142			0.000e+00			4.253e-142			

		28		  	0.000e+00			6.106e-141			0.000e+00			1.069e-140			

		29		  	0.000e+00			1.438e-139			0.000e+00			2.579e-139			

		30		  	0.000e+00			3.257e-138			0.000e+00			5.983e-138			

		31		  	0.000e+00			7.103e-137			0.000e+00			1.337e-136			

		32		  	0.000e+00			1.494e-135			0.000e+00			2.880e-135			

		33		  	0.000e+00			3.032e-134			0.000e+00			5.988e-134			

		34		  	0.000e+00			5.948e-133			0.000e+00			1.203e-132			

		35		  	0.000e+00			1.129e-131			0.000e+00			2.338e-131			

		36		  	0.000e+00			2.074e-130			0.000e+00			4.400e-130			

		37		  	0.000e+00			3.693e-129			0.000e+00			8.024e-129			

		38		  	0.000e+00			6.378e-128			0.000e+00			1.419e-127			

		39		  	0.000e+00			1.069e-126			0.000e+00			2.437e-126			

		40		  	0.000e+00			1.742e-125			0.000e+00			4.064e-125			

		41		  	0.000e+00			2.758e-124			0.000e+00			6.589e-124			

		42		  	0.000e+00			4.250e-123			0.000e+00			1.039e-122			

		43		  	0.000e+00			6.373e-122			0.000e+00			1.595e-121			

		44		  	0.000e+00			9.310e-121			0.000e+00			2.386e-120			

		45		  	0.000e+00			1.326e-119			0.000e+00			3.477e-119			

		46		  	0.000e+00			1.840e-118			0.000e+00			4.941e-118			

		47		  	0.000e+00			2.493e-117			0.000e+00			6.852e-117			

		48		  	0.000e+00			3.297e-116			0.000e+00			9.273e-116			

		49		  	0.000e+00			4.259e-115			0.000e+00			1.226e-114			

		50		  	0.000e+00			5.375e-114			0.000e+00			1.583e-113			

		51		  	0.000e+00			6.632e-113			0.000e+00			1.999e-112			

		52		  	0.000e+00			8.002e-112			0.000e+00			2.467e-111			

		53		  	0.000e+00			9.448e-111			0.000e+00			2.980e-110			

		54		  	0.000e+00			1.092e-109			0.000e+00			3.523e-109			

		55		  	0.000e+00			1.235e-108			0.000e+00			4.078e-108			

		56		  	0.000e+00			1.369e-107			0.000e+00			4.622e-107			

		57		  	0.000e+00			1.487e-106			0.000e+00			5.134e-106			

		58		  	0.000e+00			1.582e-105			0.000e+00			5.589e-105			

		59		  	0.000e+00			1.651e-104			0.000e+00			5.966e-104			

		60		  	0.000e+00			1.690e-103			0.000e+00			6.245e-103			

		61		  	0.000e+00			1.698e-102			0.000e+00			6.413e-102			

		62		  	0.000e+00			1.673e-101			0.000e+00			6.463e-101			

		63		  	0.000e+00			1.619e-100			0.000e+00			6.393e-100			

		64		  	0.000e+00			1.538e-99			0.000e+00			6.209e-99			

		65		  	0.000e+00			1.435e-98			0.000e+00			5.924e-98			

		66		  	0.000e+00			1.316e-97			0.000e+00			5.551e-97			

		67		  	0.000e+00			1.185e-96			0.000e+00			5.112e-96			

		68		  	0.000e+00			1.050e-95			0.000e+00			4.627e-95			

		69		  	0.000e+00			9.138e-95			0.000e+00			4.117e-94			

		70		  	0.000e+00			7.823e-94			0.000e+00			3.602e-93			

		71		  	0.000e+00			6.588e-93			0.000e+00			3.100e-92			

		72		  	0.000e+00			5.458e-92			0.000e+00			2.624e-91			

		73		  	0.000e+00			4.449e-91			0.000e+00			2.186e-90			

		74		  	0.000e+00			3.570e-90			0.000e+00			1.792e-89			

		75		  	0.000e+00			2.819e-89			0.000e+00			1.446e-88			

		76		  	0.000e+00			2.193e-88			0.000e+00			1.148e-87			

		77		  	0.000e+00			1.679e-87			0.000e+00			8.983e-87			

		78		  	0.000e+00			1.266e-86			0.000e+00			6.921e-86			

		79		  	0.000e+00			9.410e-86			0.000e+00			5.252e-85			

		80		  	0.000e+00			6.889e-85			0.000e+00			3.927e-84			

		81		  	0.000e+00			4.970e-84			0.000e+00			2.893e-83			

		82		  	0.000e+00			3.534e-83			0.000e+00			2.101e-82			

		83		  	0.000e+00			2.477e-82			0.000e+00			1.503e-81			

		84		  	0.000e+00			1.712e-81			0.000e+00			1.061e-80			

		85		  	0.000e+00			1.166e-80			0.000e+00			7.378e-80			

		86		  	0.000e+00			7.838e-80			0.000e+00			5.062e-79			

		87		  	0.000e+00			5.195e-79			0.000e+00			3.425e-78			

		88		  	0.000e+00			3.397e-78			0.000e+00			2.285e-77			

		89		  	0.000e+00			2.191e-77			0.000e+00			1.505e-76			

		90		  	0.000e+00			1.395e-76			0.000e+00			9.775e-76			

		91		  	0.000e+00			8.762e-76			0.000e+00			6.266e-75			

		92		  	0.000e+00			5.432e-75			0.000e+00			3.964e-74			

		93		  	0.000e+00			3.324e-74			0.000e+00			2.475e-73			

		94		  	0.000e+00			2.009e-73			0.000e+00			1.526e-72			

		95		  	0.000e+00			1.198e-72			0.000e+00			9.286e-72			

		96		  	0.000e+00			7.058e-72			0.000e+00			5.580e-71			

		97		  	0.000e+00			4.106e-71			0.000e+00			3.311e-70			

		98		  	0.000e+00			2.359e-70			0.000e+00			1.940e-69			

		99		  	0.000e+00			1.339e-69			0.000e+00			1.123e-68			

		100			0.000e+00			7.505e-69			0.000e+00			6.421e-68			

		101			0.000e+00			4.157e-68			0.000e+00			3.627e-67			

		102			0.000e+00			2.275e-67			0.000e+00			2.024e-66			

		103			0.000e+00			1.231e-66			0.000e+00			1.116e-65			

		104			0.000e+00			6.577e-66			0.000e+00			6.082e-65			

		105			0.000e+00			3.475e-65			0.000e+00			3.276e-64			

		106			0.000e+00			1.814e-64			0.000e+00			1.744e-63			

		107			0.000e+00			9.366e-64			0.000e+00			9.174e-63			

		108			0.000e+00			4.780e-63			0.000e+00			4.772e-62			

		109			0.000e+00			2.412e-62			0.000e+00			2.454e-61			

		110			0.000e+00			1.203e-61			0.000e+00			1.248e-60			

		111			0.000e+00			5.937e-61			0.000e+00			6.272e-60			

		112			0.000e+00			2.897e-60			0.000e+00			3.118e-59			

		113			0.000e+00			1.398e-59			0.000e+00			1.533e-58			

		114			0.000e+00			6.674e-59			0.000e+00			7.456e-58			

		115			0.000e+00			3.152e-58			0.000e+00			3.587e-57			

		116			0.000e+00			1.472e-57			0.000e+00			1.707e-56			

		117			0.000e+00			6.804e-57			0.000e+00			8.033e-56			

		118			0.000e+00			3.111e-56			0.000e+00			3.741e-55			

		119			0.000e+00			1.408e-55			0.000e+00			1.724e-54			

		120			0.000e+00			6.304e-55			0.000e+00			7.860e-54			

		121			0.000e+00			2.793e-54			0.000e+00			3.546e-53			

		122			0.000e+00			1.225e-53			0.000e+00			1.583e-52			

		123			0.000e+00			5.318e-53			0.000e+00			6.996e-52			

		124			0.000e+00			2.285e-52			0.000e+00			3.060e-51			

		125			0.000e+00			9.718e-52			0.000e+00			1.325e-50			

		126			0.000e+00			4.092e-51			0.000e+00			5.676e-50			

		127			0.000e+00			1.706e-50			0.000e+00			2.408e-49			

		128			0.000e+00			7.040e-50			0.000e+00			1.011e-48			

		129			0.000e+00			2.877e-49			0.000e+00			4.204e-48			

		130			0.000e+00			1.164e-48			0.000e+00			1.731e-47			

		131			0.000e+00			4.665e-48			0.000e+00			7.056e-47			

		132			0.000e+00			1.851e-47			0.000e+00			2.848e-46			

		133			0.000e+00			7.275e-47			0.000e+00			1.138e-45			

		134			0.000e+00			2.832e-46			0.000e+00			4.507e-45			

		135			0.000e+00			1.092e-45			0.000e+00			1.767e-44			

		136			0.000e+00			4.169e-45			0.000e+00			6.861e-44			

		137			0.000e+00			1.577e-44			0.000e+00			2.639e-43			

		138			0.000e+00			5.911e-44			0.000e+00			1.005e-42			

		139			0.000e+00			2.194e-43			0.000e+00			3.795e-42			

		140			0.000e+00			8.072e-43			0.000e+00			1.419e-41			

		141			0.000e+00			2.942e-42			0.000e+00			5.255e-41			

		142			0.000e+00			1.062e-41			0.000e+00			1.928e-40			

		143			0.000e+00			3.801e-41			0.000e+00			7.011e-40			

		144			0.000e+00			1.348e-40			0.000e+00			2.526e-39			

		145			0.000e+00			4.735e-40			0.000e+00			9.016e-39			

		146			0.000e+00			1.649e-39			0.000e+00			3.189e-38			

		147			0.000e+00			5.689e-39			0.000e+00			1.118e-37			

		148			0.000e+00			1.946e-38			0.000e+00			3.883e-37			

		149			0.000e+00			6.596e-38			0.000e+00			1.337e-36			

		150			0.000e+00			2.216e-37			0.000e+00			4.561e-36			

		151			0.000e+00			7.382e-37			0.000e+00			1.542e-35			

		152			0.000e+00			2.437e-36			0.000e+00			5.170e-35			

		153			0.000e+00			7.976e-36			0.000e+00			1.718e-34			

		154			0.000e+00			2.588e-35			0.000e+00			5.657e-34			

		155			0.000e+00			8.325e-35			0.000e+00			1.847e-33			

		156			0.000e+00			2.655e-34			0.000e+00			5.977e-33			

		157			0.000e+00			8.395e-34			0.000e+00			1.918e-32			

		158			0.000e+00			2.632e-33			0.000e+00			6.099e-32			

		159			0.000e+00			8.181e-33			0.000e+00			1.923e-31			

		160			0.000e+00			2.522e-32			0.000e+00			6.014e-31			

		161			0.000e+00			7.708e-32			0.000e+00			1.864e-30			

		162			0.000e+00			2.336e-31			0.000e+00			5.731e-30			

		163			0.000e+00			7.023e-31			0.000e+00			1.747e-29			

		164			0.000e+00			2.094e-30			0.000e+00			5.279e-29			

		165			0.000e+00			6.190e-30			0.000e+00			1.582e-28			

		166			0.000e+00			1.815e-29			0.000e+00			4.703e-28			

		167			0.000e+00			5.278e-29			0.000e+00			1.386e-27			

		168			0.000e+00			1.522e-28			0.000e+00			4.052e-27			

		169			0.000e+00			4.356e-28			0.000e+00			1.175e-26			

		170			0.000e+00			1.236e-27			0.000e+00			3.377e-26			

		171			0.000e+00			3.480e-27			0.000e+00			9.631e-26			

		172			0.000e+00			9.719e-27			0.000e+00			2.724e-25			

		173			0.000e+00			2.692e-26			0.000e+00			7.643e-25			

		174			0.000e+00			7.399e-26			0.000e+00			2.127e-24			

		175			0.000e+00			2.017e-25			0.000e+00			5.871e-24			

		176			0.000e+00			5.457e-25			0.000e+00			1.608e-23			

		177			0.000e+00			1.464e-24			0.000e+00			4.367e-23			

		178			0.000e+00			3.899e-24			0.000e+00			1.177e-22			

		179			0.000e+00			1.030e-23			0.000e+00			3.146e-22			

		180			0.000e+00			2.700e-23			0.000e+00			8.343e-22			

		181			0.000e+00			7.023e-23			0.000e+00			2.195e-21			

		182			0.000e+00			1.812e-22			0.000e+00			5.730e-21			

		183			0.000e+00			4.641e-22			0.000e+00			1.484e-20			

		184			0.000e+00			1.179e-21			0.000e+00			3.813e-20			

		185			0.000e+00			2.974e-21			0.000e+00			9.722e-20			

		186			0.000e+00			7.443e-21			0.000e+00			2.459e-19			

		187			0.000e+00			1.849e-20			0.000e+00			6.173e-19			

		188			0.000e+00			4.556e-20			0.000e+00			1.538e-18			

		189			0.000e+00			1.114e-19			0.000e+00			3.800e-18			

		190			0.000e+00			2.705e-19			0.000e+00			9.319e-18			

		191			0.000e+00			6.518e-19			0.000e+00			2.268e-17			

		192			0.000e+00			1.559e-18			0.000e+00			5.477e-17			

		193			0.000e+00			3.700e-18			0.000e+00			1.313e-16			

		194			0.000e+00			8.715e-18			0.000e+00			3.122e-16			

		195			0.000e+00			2.038e-17			0.000e+00			7.368e-16			

		196			0.000e+00			4.730e-17			0.000e+00			1.726e-15			

		197			0.000e+00			1.090e-16			0.000e+00			4.013e-15			

		198			0.000e+00			2.492e-16			0.000e+00			9.258e-15			

		199			0.000e+00			5.658e-16			0.000e+00			2.120e-14			

		200			0.000e+00			1.275e-15			0.000e+00			4.818e-14			

		201			0.000e+00			2.853e-15			0.000e+00			1.087e-13			

		202			0.000e+00			6.336e-15			0.000e+00			2.433e-13			

		203			0.000e+00			1.397e-14			0.000e+00			5.408e-13			

		204			0.000e+00			3.058e-14			0.000e+00			1.193e-12			

		205			0.000e+00			6.645e-14			0.000e+00			2.612e-12			

		206			0.000e+00			1.434e-13			0.000e+00			5.676e-12			

		207			0.000e+00			3.071e-13			0.000e+00			1.224e-11			

		208			0.000e+00			6.531e-13			0.000e+00			2.622e-11			

		209			0.000e+00			1.379e-12			0.000e+00			5.573e-11			

		210			0.000e+00			2.891e-12			0.000e+00			1.176e-10			

		211			0.000e+00			6.018e-12			0.000e+00			2.463e-10			

		212			0.000e+00			1.244e-11			0.000e+00			5.122e-10			

		213			0.000e+00			2.553e-11			0.000e+00			1.057e-09			

		214			0.000e+00			5.202e-11			0.000e+00			2.166e-09			

		215			0.000e+00			1.052e-10			0.000e+00			4.407e-09			

		216			0.000e+00			2.115e-10			0.000e+00			8.900e-09			

		217			0.000e+00			4.219e-10			0.000e+00			1.784e-08			

		218			0.000e+00			8.360e-10			0.000e+00			3.552e-08			

		219			0.000e+00			1.645e-09			0.000e+00			7.019e-08			

		220			0.000e+00			3.213e-09			0.000e+00			1.377e-07			

		221			0.000e+00			6.235e-09			0.000e+00			2.682e-07			

		222			0.000e+00			1.201e-08			0.000e+00			5.186e-07			

		223			0.000e+00			2.299e-08			0.000e+00			9.957e-07			

		224			0.000e+00			4.368e-08			0.000e+00			1.898e-06			

		225			0.000e+00			8.245e-08			0.000e+00			3.592e-06			

		226			0.000e+00			1.545e-07			0.000e+00			6.749e-06			

		227			0.000e+00			2.877e-07			0.000e+00			1.259e-05			

		228			0.000e+00			5.318e-07			0.000e+00			2.332e-05			

		229			0.000e+00			9.765e-07			0.000e+00			4.290e-05			

		230			0.000e+00			1.781e-06			0.000e+00			7.833e-05			

		231			0.000e+00			3.226e-06			0.000e+00			1.420e-04			

		232			0.000e+00			5.803e-06			0.000e+00			2.557e-04			

		233			0.000e+00			1.037e-05			0.000e+00			4.570e-04			

		234			0.000e+00			1.840e-05			0.000e+00			8.112e-04			

		235			0.000e+00			3.244e-05			0.000e+00			1.430e-03			

		236			0.000e+00			5.680e-05			0.000e+00			2.501e-03			

		237			0.000e+00			9.879e-05			0.000e+00			4.346e-03			

		238			0.000e+00			1.707e-04			0.000e+00			7.498e-03			

		239			0.000e+00			2.929e-04			0.000e+00			1.284e-02			

		240			0.000e+00			4.992e-04			0.000e+00			2.185e-02			

		241			0.000e+00			8.453e-04			0.000e+00			3.690e-02			

		242			0.000e+00			1.422e-03			0.000e+00			6.188e-02			

		243			0.000e+00			2.375e-03			0.000e+00			1.030e-01			

		244			0.000e+00			3.942e-03			1.000e+00			1.704e-01			

		245			0.000e+00			6.499e-03			0.000e+00			2.797e-01			

		246			0.000e+00			1.064e-02			0.000e+00			4.561e-01			

		247			0.000e+00			1.732e-02			0.000e+00			7.383e-01			

		248			0.000e+00			2.799e-02			0.000e+00			1.187e+00			

		249			0.000e+00			4.494e-02			4.000e+00			1.894e+00			

		250			0.000e+00			7.169e-02			3.000e+00			3.002e+00			

		251			0.000e+00			1.136e-01			4.000e+00			4.723e+00			

		252			0.000e+00			1.788e-01			5.000e+00			7.380e+00			

		253			0.000e+00			2.797e-01			1.000e+01			1.145e+01			

		254			0.000e+00			4.345e-01			1.900e+01			1.764e+01			

		255			2.000e+00			6.707e-01			2.400e+01			2.698e+01			

		256			1.000e+00			1.029e+00			3.900e+01			4.098e+01			

		257			0.000e+00			1.567e+00			6.100e+01			6.180e+01			

		258			0.000e+00			2.372e+00			1.070e+02			9.253e+01			

		259			3.000e+00			3.567e+00			1.290e+02			1.376e+02			

		260			6.000e+00			5.329e+00			1.980e+02			2.030e+02			

		261			7.000e+00			7.911e+00			2.870e+02			2.976e+02			

		262			1.100e+01			1.167e+01			4.190e+02			4.330e+02			

		263			1.700e+01			1.710e+01			6.200e+02			6.255e+02			

		264			2.100e+01			2.489e+01			9.140e+02			8.971e+02			

		265			3.100e+01			3.600e+01			1.291e+03			1.277e+03			

		266			5.500e+01			5.175e+01			1.838e+03			1.806e+03			

		267			7.200e+01			7.389e+01			2.584e+03			2.534e+03			

		268			1.100e+02			1.048e+02			3.582e+03			3.531e+03			

		269			1.330e+02			1.478e+02			4.884e+03			4.883e+03			

		270			1.840e+02			2.070e+02			6.679e+03			6.705e+03			

		271			2.720e+02			2.881e+02			9.125e+03			9.138e+03			

		272			4.010e+02			3.984e+02			1.228e+04			1.236e+04			

		273			5.740e+02			5.474e+02			1.656e+04			1.660e+04			

		274			7.470e+02			7.474e+02			2.211e+04			2.212e+04			

		275			9.680e+02			1.014e+03			2.948e+04			2.926e+04			

		276			1.367e+03			1.367e+03			3.827e+04			3.842e+04			

		277			1.824e+03			1.830e+03			5.006e+04			5.005e+04			

		278			2.341e+03			2.436e+03			6.434e+04			6.471e+04			

		279			3.186e+03			3.221e+03			8.284e+04			8.301e+04			

		280			4.243e+03			4.233e+03			1.055e+05			1.057e+05			

		281			5.573e+03			5.527e+03			1.332e+05			1.334e+05			

		282			7.207e+03			7.171e+03			1.675e+05			1.672e+05			

		283			9.302e+03			9.245e+03			2.078e+05			2.078e+05			

		284			1.182e+04			1.184e+04			2.560e+05			2.562e+05			

		285			1.518e+04			1.508e+04			3.139e+05			3.132e+05			

		286			1.923e+04			1.907e+04			3.791e+05			3.797e+05			

		287			2.394e+04			2.397e+04			4.563e+05			4.563e+05			

		288			2.997e+04			2.994e+04			5.438e+05			5.437e+05			

		289			3.716e+04			3.717e+04			6.414e+05			6.421e+05			

		290			4.608e+04			4.584e+04			7.504e+05			7.513e+05			

		291			5.600e+04			5.619e+04			8.715e+05			8.710e+05			

		292			6.876e+04			6.843e+04			1.002e+06			1.000e+06			

		293			8.310e+04			8.282e+04			1.135e+06			1.137e+06			

		294			9.960e+04			9.961e+04			1.277e+06			1.279e+06			

		295			1.196e+05			1.191e+05			1.423e+06			1.423e+06			

		296			1.422e+05			1.414e+05			1.567e+06			1.566e+06			

		297			1.672e+05			1.669e+05			1.702e+06			1.704e+06			

		298			1.958e+05			1.957e+05			1.833e+06			1.831e+06			

		299			2.276e+05			2.281e+05			1.940e+06			1.942e+06			

		300			2.638e+05			2.642e+05			2.033e+06			2.032e+06			

		301			3.038e+05			3.041e+05			2.096e+06			2.095e+06			

		302			3.479e+05			3.478e+05			2.128e+06			2.127e+06			

		303			3.951e+05			3.953e+05			2.123e+06			2.123e+06			

		304			4.471e+05			4.465e+05			2.080e+06			2.081e+06			

		305			5.012e+05			5.012e+05			2.002e+06			2.000e+06			

		306			5.589e+05			5.591e+05			1.883e+06			1.882e+06			

		307			6.201e+05			6.198e+05			1.727e+06			1.730e+06			

		308			6.813e+05			6.828e+05			1.550e+06			1.549e+06			

		309			7.491e+05			7.474e+05			1.349e+06			1.348e+06			

		310			8.124e+05			8.132e+05			1.137e+06			1.136e+06			

		311			8.813e+05			8.791e+05			9.248e+05			9.240e+05			

		312			9.446e+05			9.445e+05			7.205e+05			7.214e+05			

		313			1.009e+06			1.008e+06			5.385e+05			5.376e+05			

		314			1.068e+06			1.070e+06			3.799e+05			3.800e+05			

		315			1.127e+06			1.128e+06			2.527e+05			2.525e+05			

		316			1.182e+06			1.182e+06			1.563e+05			1.561e+05			

		317			1.232e+06			1.231e+06			8.865e+04			8.864e+04			

		318			1.274e+06			1.274e+06			4.552e+04			4.545e+04			

		319			1.311e+06			1.311e+06			2.064e+04			2.058e+04			

		320			1.342e+06			1.339e+06			8.115e+03			7.983e+03			

		321			1.362e+06			1.360e+06			2.594e+03			2.539e+03			

		322			1.374e+06			1.373e+06			6.510e+02			6.187e+02			

		323			1.376e+06			1.377e+06			9.900e+01			1.022e+02			

		324			1.374e+06			1.373e+06			1.100e+01			8.528e+00			

		325			1.362e+06			1.360e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		326			1.336e+06			1.339e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		327			1.311e+06			1.310e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		328			1.274e+06			1.274e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		329			1.230e+06			1.231e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		330			1.183e+06			1.182e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		331			1.125e+06			1.128e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		332			1.069e+06			1.070e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		333			1.007e+06			1.008e+06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		334			9.440e+05			9.439e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		335			8.766e+05			8.785e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		336			8.119e+05			8.125e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		337			7.472e+05			7.468e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		338			6.820e+05			6.822e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		339			6.204e+05			6.192e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		340			5.581e+05			5.586e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		341			5.006e+05			5.007e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		342			4.451e+05			4.460e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		343			3.951e+05			3.949e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		344			3.473e+05			3.474e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		345			3.040e+05			3.037e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		346			2.644e+05			2.638e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		347			2.271e+05			2.278e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		348			1.960e+05			1.954e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		349			1.667e+05			1.666e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		350			1.412e+05			1.412e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		351			1.185e+05			1.189e+05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		352			9.949e+04			9.944e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		353			8.240e+04			8.268e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		354			6.811e+04			6.831e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		355			5.615e+04			5.608e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		356			4.595e+04			4.575e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		357			3.696e+04			3.709e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		358			2.981e+04			2.988e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		359			2.406e+04			2.392e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		360			1.917e+04			1.903e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		361			1.523e+04			1.504e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		362			1.194e+04			1.182e+04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		363			9.197e+03			9.223e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		364			7.071e+03			7.153e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		365			5.434e+03			5.513e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		366			4.242e+03			4.222e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		367			3.201e+03			3.213e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		368			2.459e+03			2.429e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		369			1.909e+03			1.825e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		370			1.413e+03			1.363e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		371			1.043e+03			1.011e+03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		372			7.110e+02			7.452e+02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		373			5.690e+02			5.458e+02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		374			4.240e+02			3.972e+02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		375			3.040e+02			2.872e+02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		376			1.950e+02			2.064e+02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		377			1.300e+02			1.473e+02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		378			1.210e+02			1.045e+02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		379			6.800e+01			7.364e+01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		380			4.500e+01			5.157e+01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		381			3.700e+01			3.588e+01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		382			3.400e+01			2.480e+01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		383			1.700e+01			1.703e+01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		384			1.000e+01			1.162e+01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		385			9.000e+00			7.881e+00			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		386			6.000e+00			5.309e+00			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		387			4.000e+00			3.553e+00			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		388			3.000e+00			2.363e+00			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		389			1.000e+00			1.561e+00			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		390			1.000e+00			1.024e+00			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		391			0.000e+00			6.679e-01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		392			0.000e+00			4.327e-01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		393			0.000e+00			2.785e-01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		394			0.000e+00			1.780e-01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		395			0.000e+00			1.131e-01			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		396			0.000e+00			7.136e-02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		397			0.000e+00			4.474e-02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		398			0.000e+00			2.786e-02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		399			0.000e+00			1.724e-02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		400			0.000e+00			1.059e-02			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		401			0.000e+00			6.468e-03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		402			0.000e+00			3.923e-03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		403			0.000e+00			2.363e-03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		404			0.000e+00			1.415e-03			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		405			0.000e+00			8.409e-04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		406			0.000e+00			4.966e-04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		407			0.000e+00			2.913e-04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		408			0.000e+00			1.698e-04			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		409			0.000e+00			9.826e-05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		410			0.000e+00			5.649e-05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		411			0.000e+00			3.226e-05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		412			0.000e+00			1.830e-05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		413			0.000e+00			1.031e-05			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		414			0.000e+00			5.769e-06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		415			0.000e+00			3.207e-06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		416			0.000e+00			1.770e-06			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		417			0.000e+00			9.706e-07			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		418			0.000e+00			5.286e-07			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		419			0.000e+00			2.859e-07			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		420			0.000e+00			1.536e-07			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		421			0.000e+00			8.192e-08			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		422			0.000e+00			4.341e-08			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		423			0.000e+00			2.284e-08			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		424			0.000e+00			1.193e-08			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		425			0.000e+00			6.194e-09			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		426			0.000e+00			3.192e-09			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		427			0.000e+00			1.634e-09			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		428			0.000e+00			8.302e-10			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		429			0.000e+00			4.190e-10			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		430			0.000e+00			2.100e-10			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		431			0.000e+00			1.045e-10			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		432			0.000e+00			5.164e-11			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		433			0.000e+00			2.534e-11			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		434			0.000e+00			1.235e-11			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		435			0.000e+00			5.973e-12			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		436			0.000e+00			2.869e-12			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		437			0.000e+00			1.368e-12			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		438			0.000e+00			6.480e-13			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		439			0.000e+00			3.047e-13			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		440			0.000e+00			1.422e-13			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		441			0.000e+00			6.592e-14			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		442			0.000e+00			3.033e-14			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		443			0.000e+00			1.386e-14			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		444			0.000e+00			6.284e-15			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		445			0.000e+00			2.829e-15			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		446			0.000e+00			1.264e-15			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		447			0.000e+00			5.610e-16			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		448			0.000e+00			2.471e-16			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		449			0.000e+00			1.080e-16			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		450			0.000e+00			4.689e-17			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		451			0.000e+00			2.020e-17			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		452			0.000e+00			8.637e-18			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		453			0.000e+00			3.666e-18			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		454			0.000e+00			1.544e-18			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		455			0.000e+00			6.458e-19			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		456			0.000e+00			2.680e-19			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		457			0.000e+00			1.104e-19			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		458			0.000e+00			4.512e-20			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		459			0.000e+00			1.831e-20			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		460			0.000e+00			7.370e-21			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		461			0.000e+00			2.945e-21			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		462			0.000e+00			1.168e-21			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		463			0.000e+00			4.595e-22			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		464			0.000e+00			1.794e-22			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		465			0.000e+00			6.950e-23			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		466			0.000e+00			2.672e-23			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		467			0.000e+00			1.019e-23			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		468			0.000e+00			3.858e-24			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		469			0.000e+00			1.449e-24			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		470			0.000e+00			5.398e-25			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		471			0.000e+00			1.995e-25			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		472			0.000e+00			7.318e-26			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		473			0.000e+00			2.662e-26			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		474			0.000e+00			9.609e-27			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		475			0.000e+00			3.440e-27			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		476			0.000e+00			1.222e-27			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		477			0.000e+00			4.305e-28			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		478			0.000e+00			1.505e-28			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		479			0.000e+00			5.215e-29			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		480			0.000e+00			1.793e-29			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		481			0.000e+00			6.114e-30			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		482			0.000e+00			2.068e-30			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		483			0.000e+00			6.936e-31			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		484			0.000e+00			2.307e-31			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		485			0.000e+00			7.610e-32			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		486			0.000e+00			2.490e-32			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		487			0.000e+00			8.075e-33			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		488			0.000e+00			2.597e-33			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		489			0.000e+00			8.284e-34			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		490			0.000e+00			2.620e-34			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		491			0.000e+00			8.213e-35			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		492			0.000e+00			2.553e-35			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		493			0.000e+00			7.867e-36			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		494			0.000e+00			2.403e-36			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		495			0.000e+00			7.278e-37			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		496			0.000e+00			2.185e-37			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		497			0.000e+00			6.501e-38			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		498			0.000e+00			1.918e-38			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		499			0.000e+00			5.606e-39			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		500			0.000e+00			1.624e-39			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		501			0.000e+00			4.664e-40			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		502			0.000e+00			1.327e-40			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		503			0.000e+00			3.742e-41			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		504			0.000e+00			1.046e-41			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		505			0.000e+00			2.896e-42			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		506			0.000e+00			7.944e-43			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		507			0.000e+00			2.159e-43			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		508			0.000e+00			5.815e-44			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		509			0.000e+00			1.552e-44			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		510			0.000e+00			4.101e-45			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		511			0.000e+00			1.074e-45			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		512			0.000e+00			2.784e-46			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		513			0.000e+00			7.151e-47			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		514			0.000e+00			1.819e-47			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		515			0.000e+00			4.584e-48			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		516			0.000e+00			1.144e-48			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		517			0.000e+00			2.826e-49			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		518			0.000e+00			6.913e-50			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		519			0.000e+00			1.675e-50			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		520			0.000e+00			4.017e-51			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		521			0.000e+00			9.538e-52			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		522			0.000e+00			2.242e-52			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		523			0.000e+00			5.217e-53			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		524			0.000e+00			1.202e-53			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		525			0.000e+00			2.739e-54			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		526			0.000e+00			6.180e-55			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		527			0.000e+00			1.380e-55			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		528			0.000e+00			3.049e-56			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		529			0.000e+00			6.666e-57			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		530			0.000e+00			1.442e-57			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		531			0.000e+00			3.086e-58			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		532			0.000e+00			6.533e-59			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		533			0.000e+00			1.368e-59			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		534			0.000e+00			2.834e-60			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		535			0.000e+00			5.807e-61			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		536			0.000e+00			1.177e-61			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		537			0.000e+00			2.358e-62			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		538			0.000e+00			4.672e-63			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		539			0.000e+00			9.151e-64			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		540			0.000e+00			1.772e-64			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		541			0.000e+00			3.393e-65			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		542			0.000e+00			6.421e-66			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		543			0.000e+00			1.201e-66			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		544			0.000e+00			2.220e-67			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		545			0.000e+00			4.055e-68			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		546			0.000e+00			7.318e-69			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		547			0.000e+00			1.305e-69			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		548			0.000e+00			2.298e-70			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		549			0.000e+00			3.999e-71			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		550			0.000e+00			6.872e-72			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		551			0.000e+00			1.166e-72			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		552			0.000e+00			1.954e-73			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		553			0.000e+00			3.233e-74			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		554			0.000e+00			5.281e-75			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		555			0.000e+00			8.515e-76			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		556			0.000e+00			1.355e-76			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		557			0.000e+00			2.128e-77			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		558			0.000e+00			3.297e-78			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		559			0.000e+00			5.041e-79			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		560			0.000e+00			7.602e-80			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		561			0.000e+00			1.131e-80			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		562			0.000e+00			1.659e-81			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		563			0.000e+00			2.399e-82			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		564			0.000e+00			3.421e-83			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		565			0.000e+00			4.809e-84			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		566			0.000e+00			6.662e-85			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		567			0.000e+00			9.096e-86			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		568			0.000e+00			1.223e-86			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		569			0.000e+00			1.621e-87			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		570			0.000e+00			2.116e-88			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		571			0.000e+00			2.719e-89			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		572			0.000e+00			3.441e-90			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		573			0.000e+00			4.286e-91			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		574			0.000e+00			5.254e-92			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		575			0.000e+00			6.338e-93			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		576			0.000e+00			7.521e-94			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		577			0.000e+00			8.779e-95			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		578			0.000e+00			1.008e-95			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		579			0.000e+00			1.137e-96			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		580			0.000e+00			1.261e-97			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		581			0.000e+00			1.375e-98			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		582			0.000e+00			1.472e-99			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		583			0.000e+00			1.548e-100			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		584			0.000e+00			1.599e-101			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		585			0.000e+00			1.621e-102			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		586			0.000e+00			1.612e-103			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		587			0.000e+00			1.574e-104			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		588			0.000e+00			1.507e-105			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		589			0.000e+00			1.414e-106			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		590			0.000e+00			1.301e-107			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		591			0.000e+00			1.172e-108			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		592			0.000e+00			1.035e-109			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		593			0.000e+00			8.947e-111			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		594			0.000e+00			7.569e-112			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		595			0.000e+00			6.265e-113			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		596			0.000e+00			5.071e-114			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		597			0.000e+00			4.013e-115			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		598			0.000e+00			3.102e-116			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		599			0.000e+00			2.342e-117			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		600			0.000e+00			1.726e-118			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		601			0.000e+00			1.241e-119			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		602			0.000e+00			8.703e-121			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		603			0.000e+00			5.947e-122			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		604			0.000e+00			3.958e-123			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		605			0.000e+00			2.564e-124			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		606			0.000e+00			1.616e-125			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		607			0.000e+00			9.899e-127			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		608			0.000e+00			5.890e-128			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		609			0.000e+00			3.402e-129			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		610			0.000e+00			1.905e-130			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		611			0.000e+00			1.034e-131			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		612			0.000e+00			5.434e-133			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		613			0.000e+00			2.762e-134			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		614			0.000e+00			1.356e-135			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		615			0.000e+00			6.425e-137			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		616			0.000e+00			2.935e-138			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		617			0.000e+00			1.291e-139			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		618			0.000e+00			5.456e-141			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		619			0.000e+00			2.214e-142			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		620			0.000e+00			8.613e-144			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		621			0.000e+00			3.205e-145			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		622			0.000e+00			1.139e-146			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		623			0.000e+00			3.859e-148			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		624			0.000e+00			1.243e-149			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		625			0.000e+00			3.796e-151			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		626			0.000e+00			1.097e-152			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		627			0.000e+00			2.988e-154			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		628			0.000e+00			7.649e-156			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		629			0.000e+00			1.833e-157			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		630			0.000e+00			4.092e-159			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		631			0.000e+00			8.471e-161			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		632			0.000e+00			1.616e-162			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		633			0.000e+00			2.822e-164			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		634			0.000e+00			4.472e-166			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		635			0.000e+00			6.368e-168			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		636			0.000e+00			8.048e-170			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		637			0.000e+00			8.886e-172			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		638			0.000e+00			8.396e-174			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		639			0.000e+00			6.601e-176			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		640			0.000e+00			4.145e-178			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		641			0.000e+00			1.949e-180			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		642			0.000e+00			6.100e-183			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		643			0.000e+00			9.531e-186			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			

		644			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			0.000e+00			




		n		       LB_logP		      LB_time		        LBB_logP		       LBB_time		        ProbaGain		     TimeLoss		       Gain		           k1		          CGain

		128 		    -6.4		          0.001		          -5.1		           0.005		          2.495		          4.821		          0.518		          10.8		       0.231

		192 		    -10.7		         0.003		          -8.8		           0.014		          3.940		          5.045		          0.781		          12.4		       0.317

		256 		    -17.5		         0.004		          -15.2		          0.028		          4.912		          6.408		          0.767		          13.0		       0.377

		384 		    -29.6		         0.015		          -26.8		          0.159		          7.326		          10.601		         0.691		          13.9		       0.527

		512 		    -44.1		         0.011		          -40.9		          0.110		          9.448		          10.438		         0.905		          14.8		       0.638

		768 		    -70.0		         0.042		          -66.3		          0.536		          12.992		         12.665		         1.026		          16.0		       0.812

		1024 		   -98.2		         0.118		          -94.3		          1.743		          15.129		         14.730		         1.027		          17.0		       0.889

		1280 		   -124.8		        0.222		          -120.7		         3.205		          17.436		         14.446		         1.207		          17.7		       0.985

		1536 		   -153.3		        0.391		          -149.0		         6.448		          20.147		         16.484		         1.222		          17.8		       1.131

		2048 		   -208.9		        0.477		          -204.3		         9.484		          24.554		         19.890		         1.234		          19.0		       1.292

		3072 		   -320.6		        2.387		          -315.7		         47.045		         30.896		         19.710		         1.568		          20.4		       1.514

		4096 		   -432.8		        7.913		          -427.6		         151.056		        38.001		         19.089		         1.991		          21.4		       1.775

		6144 		   -659.6		        24.119		         -654.0		         454.829		        47.908		         18.857		         2.541		          22.4		       2.138

		8192 		   -885.0		        55.572		         -879.2		         950.842		        57.014		         17.110		         3.332		          22.9		       2.489

		12288 		  -1338.3		       313.013		        -1332.1		        4968.592		       74.929		         15.873		         4.720		          24.4		       3.070

		16384 		  -1791.9		       848.042		        -1785.6		        10967.274		      82.005		         12.932		         6.341		          24.6				3.333



https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/blob/master/experiment_LBB_distrib.py
https://github.com/lducas/CodeRed/blob/master/experiment_LBB_perf.py
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